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FOREWORD 
Improved safety and efficiency of operations on freeways were the goals of research 
reported in the six papers in this RECORD. The nature of the problems investigated 
clearly supports the increasingly popular concept that freeways must be controlled and 
operated in order to secure maximum utility and optimum safety from existing facili
ties. The information presented will be useful to traffic and operations engineers, 
safety specialists, and others concerned with freeway traffic control strategies. 

The need to alert drivers approaching crest vertical curves of traffic stoppages 
ahead led Dudek and Messer to study automatic means of detecting stoppage waves. 
After analyzing selected speed and energy parameters, they concluded that both were 
satisfactory indicators of stoppage waves. A computer algorithm was then structured 
for automatic control of the warning system. 

Wang and May describe the development of a computer program capable of deter
mining desired fixed-time metering rates for a group of freeway on-ramps. This 
ramp control model permits the user to choose between maximizing total vehicular 
input and maximizing total freeway vehicle-miles of travel. 

Starting with the premise that merging of vehicles from on-ramps into the freeway 
traffic stream is a very likely cause of congestion and disturbance, Munjal, Hsu, and 
Lawrence attempted to predict the presence of acceptable gaps into which ramp vehi
cles can be merged. Gap prediction was of course affected by speed and lane changes, 
as confirmed by comparison with aerial photographic data used in validation of the 
theories. The authors conclude, however, that their gap-prediction strategy has good 
potential application value. 

Chatfield examined fatal accident experience by highway system types and also looked 
at fatal Interstate System accidents as related to Interstate travel data. He reports that 
sections of systems with higher travel densities typically have lower fatal accident rates 
and that, for equivalent travel density differences between sections of a highway system, 
differences in fatal accident rates tend to be greater at low er densities. 

Seeking ways to improve fixed-time ramp-metering control strategies, Payne, 
Meisel, and Teener considered a large number of traffic-responsive ramp control plans 
in terms of freeway service and delay. Their analysis yielded a set of plans that yield 
minimum delay for specified levels of freeway service. These plans are also com
pared to each other to yield a trade-off curve to assist in final selection of a metering 
plan. 

Observing that the investigation of freeway accidents even on the shoulders is a 
cause of delay and congestion, Pittman and Lautzenheiser devised a system whereby 
the investigations were moved to conc-ealed off-freeway sites. With cooperation from 
Houston police, some 60 percent of a year's total of 851 accidents on the Gulf Freeway 
were investigated at these and other off-freeway sites. They report a benefit-cost 
ratio of 28: 1 considering the value of reduced delay versus site construction and main
tenance costs. 

iv 



DETECTING STOPPAGE WAVES FOR FREEWAY CONTROL 
Conrad L. Dudek and Carroll J. Messer, Texas Transportation Institute, 

Texas A&M University 

An experimental warning system has been installed on the inbound control 
section of the Gulf Freeway as a means of alerting drivers approaching 
crest vertical curves of stoppages downstream of the crest. Automatic 
control of the warning system dictated the need to identify measurable 
traffic parameters that indicate the presence of a stoppage wave. This 
paper presents an analysis of selected speed and energy parameters as 
indicators of stoppage waves. The results demonstrate that both the speed 
and energy parameters perform satisfactorily. Based on the results of 
thr- investigation, a digital computer control algorithm was structured for 
automatic control of the warning system. Recommendations are presented 
for detector placement. 

•RAMP CONTROL has resulted in significant improvements in peak-period freeway 
operation and reduction of accidents. Certain safety and operational problems con
tinue to exist because of freeway geometrics and environmental phenomena that restrict 
driver sight distances. For example, the grade line and alignment of several freeways 
are such that sufficient sight distance is not always available for the motorist to con
firm his expectations of traffic flow downstream. Problems arise because of unex
pected traffic stoppages resulting from accidents or stalled vehicles, or from stoppage 
waves generated during peak-period flow. 

An experimental warning system has been installed on the inbound control section of 
the Gulf Freeway in Houston as an approach to reducing the effects of this problem (1). 
The purpose of the system is to assist the freeway driver approaching crest vertical 
curves in formulating his expectations of actual downstream traffic flow by alerting 
him of stoppage waves downstream of the crest. 

Three overpasses were selected as sites for pilot installations to study the effec
tiveness of the warning system, to develop automatic control algorithms, and to further 
evaluate the design concepts. The system currently consists of a static sign with 
attached flashing beacons (Fig. 1) located upstream of each overpass crest and a flash
ing beacon mounted on the bridge rail on the top of each crest (Fig. 2). Although the 
warning signs can be controlled manually by remote switches located in the control 
center, automatic operation of the system by a computer is desired. Prior to the in
stallation of the warning signs, double-loop detectors were installed on each lane and 
located on both sides of the three overpasses to study traffic characteristics relative 
to stoppage waves, to test automatic control algorithms, and to be used for real-time 
control. The primary function of the detectors downstream of the overpass is to sense 
stoppage waves so that the warning sign can be activated. The upstream detectors in
dicate when the sign should be turned off. 

Several researchers have demonstrated the ability to identify major shock waves as 
they propagate upstream over detectors spaced at considerable intervals along a free
way lane (2, 3, 4, 5). Because traffic incidents can occur anywhere in the system (e.g., 
immediate1y downstream of an overpass), it was particularly important to evaluate the 
ability to detect or predict the passage of stoppage waves propagating across a single 
detector station. Automatic control of the warning system therefore dictated the need 
to identify measurable traffic parameters that indicate the presence of a stoppage wave. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Freeway Operations. 
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Figure 1. Warning sign with flashers. Figure 2. Flasher unit at crest of overpass. 
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The selected parameter should minimize the probability that the system will not re
spond to a stoppage wave (type I error) and should minimize the number of false activa
tions (type II error). This paper presents an analysis of selected speed and energy 
parameters as indicators of stoppage waves. Also included is the development of a 
digital computer control algorithm for the pilot system on the Gulf Freeway. 

CONTROL VARIABLES 

The traffic variables selected for analysis for automatic control of the warning sys
tem are speed and kinetic energy. The basic theory and the relation among speed, vol
ume, and kinetic energy have been well documented in the literature (6, 7, 8). If we 
assume a linear function between speed and density, the normalized relationships of 
volume q and kinetic energy Ek can be written as a function of speed u: 

where 

kJ = jam concentration and 
~ = free speed. 

q = kJ ( u - ::) 

k 2 kJ 3 a.Ju-a.-u 
Ur 

(1) 

(2) 

The relation between q and Ek is shown in Figure 3. Optimum service volume, based 
on maximizing kinetic energy and minimizing acceleration noise, corresponds to a level 
of flow that is less than capacity. Operating speed, on the other hand, is higher than 
the speed realized at capacity. The right side of Figure 3 shows that a small increase 
in demand above the volume at maximum energy tends to greatly increase the density 
of the traffic stream, accompanied inevitably by a sharp decrease in operating speed. 

An examination of the relationship between energy and momentum reveals that the 
lower intercept of the energy and acceleration noise curves identifies forced flow con
ditions (level of service F) on the freeway. Flows are below capacity, and storage areas 
consisting of queues of vehicles form. This type of operation is indicative of stop-and
go traffic stream motion. The transition to the forced flow condition occurs rather 
rapidly (9). The intercept of the energy and acceleration noise curves occurs when the 
energy is one-half the maximum energy (E,.'} of the stream. Based on this premise, it 
would appear initially that shock waves could be detected by measured energy less than 
one-half of maximum energy. This energy level can be referred to as the critical 
energy, Ee. 

Ea = ½ E~ (3) 

Associated with the critical energy parameter is a speed that might be referred to 
as critical speed Uc, which is equal to one-third of the free speed. 

(4) 

Thus, the critical speed parameter might also serve as an initial parameter for evalua
tion. 

It is emphasized that the energy will also be less than one-half maximum energy 
when the freeway is operating at level of service A. Therefore, it would be necessary 
to ascertain the level of service by measuring the speed characteristics. One reason 
for evaluating both energy and speed parameters even though they represent the same 
operating point in Figure 3 is to determine whether one variable is more sensitive and 
responsive than the other. 

\ 
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STUDY PROCEDURES 

Equipment 

Double-loop detectors are positioned on each lane of the inbound Gulf Freeway both 
upstream and downstream of three overpasses selected as the sites for the prototype 
safety warning devices. The locations of the three subsystems are shown in Figure 4. 
Traffic flow data from detectors are transmitted to an IBM 1800 digital computer located 
in the surveillance and control center. The data are then processed to compute traffic 
variables that can be used for control and then may be stored on disk, printed, or 
punched on cards. 

Data Collection and Reduction 

A computer program was written to collect data from the subsystem detectors, com
pute the desired traffic flow variables, and store the information at 30-sec intervals. 
Speed and volume were determined for each lane at both the upstream and downstream 
stations for the three subsystems. Speed was computed from the travel time of each 
vehicle between the two detectors. When an incident was observed on the study section, 
the computer stored the incoming data from the subsystem detectors on remote disk 
units for later analysis and processing. Simultaneously, a video tape recording was 
made to provide a visual record of traffic conditions during the incident. This provided 
the capability for later evaluation of traffic flow that could not be easily accomplished 
as it occurred. Video tape recordings of incidents were examined, and specific infor
mation on the origin of freeway shock waves and the time shock waves were observed 
to cross individual detectors were noted. 

The quantitative computer data were examined, and the traffic flow condition based 
on speeds and flow rates prior to the shock wave passage was noted. The computer 
data and the video tape recording were synchronized in time, which permitted com
parison of the two types of data. 

Several computational time bases ranging from 10 sec to 2 min were considered for 
the program. Based on a preliminary study of the sensitivity of several traffic vari
ables using different time bases within this time range and the results of freeway con
trol research in different parts of the country, a time base of 1 min with data updated 
every 30 sec was selected. In other words, the traffic variables were computed for 1 
min, and the values were updated every 30 sec by adding the most recent 30 sec of data 
and dropping the oldest 30 sec. 

RESULTS 

Critical Energy and Critical Speed 

Least squares regressions were performed on kinetic energy-speed data consistent 
with the basic relationship 

(5) 

(where b1 and b2 are constants) by using base data collected at each detector station. 
Statistical tests of the regression coefficients were found significant in all cases at the 
0.01 level. In addition, the R2 values for each regression were all above 0.92, indicat
ing good correlation between kinetic energy and speed. 

Once the relationships between energy and speed were established, the maximum 
energy E:. critical energy K, and critical speed l\, were calculated for each detector 
station (Table 1). 

Detection of Stoppage Waves 

Using the E and u as indicators of stoppage waves allowed us to compare, on an 
individual lane basis, the actual observation of 142 stoppage waves crossing one of the 
detectors and the time that the critical energy and speed parameters registered the 
presence of a wave. The observations were made when the freeway was operating at 
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levels of service B, C, and D prior to the occurrence of a stoppage wave. The results 
of the analysis are shown as performance curves in Figure 5. 

The values presented in the figure represent the difference in seconds between the 
time when the variable on the lane dropped below the critical value and the actual ob
served time of the stoppage wave moving over the detector. A positive value indicates 
that the energy or speed dropped below E0 or Uc before the wave was observed to cross 
the detector station. A negative value represents a late response by the parameter. 

The results indicate that critical energy and speed are good parameters for the 
identification of a stoppage wave under levels of service B, C, and D. Generally, the 
parameters were able to predict the presence of a downstream stoppage wave. In gen
eral, there was little difference in the response between the energy and speed param
eters. 

Each parameter detected the presence of a stoppage wave either at the time the wave 
was moving over the detector or several seconds before the wave reached the detector 
stations in 131 of the 142 cases (93 percent). A total of 141 observations fell within the 
expected limits of the control logic. Because the 1-min values of energy and speed 
were updated every 30 sec, it was expected that a stoppage wave in some cases could 
conceivably pass over the detectors 30 sec before the computed energy or speed fell 
below the critical value. Therefore, a few late responses as high as 30 sec (-30) might 
be expected. In only one case did the parameters respond late by more than 30 sec 
(type I error). The reason for the lack of agreement for the one case could not be as
certained from the data and can only be conjectured at this time. However, the critical 
energy and speed parameters have been shown to possess a predictive characteristic 
for stoppage waves. 

One-Lane Detection Criterion 

Experience has shown that, although there is a degree of sympathy of speed between 
lanes regardless of volume, stoppage waves do not necessarily move in unison on each 
lane of a freeway (10). Generally, there are differences in the time that the waves on 
the individual laneswill reach a certain point on a freeway. An analysis of the relative 
movement of waves between lanes on the Gulf Freeway was made and is presented later. 
Because detectors for the safety warning device were placed on each lane, any one of 
the lanes could serve as the control lane. That is, the system was activated when a 
stoppage wave was sensed on any one of the lanes. An analysis was therefore made to 
test the responsiveness of detector stations having detectors in all three lanes to the 
occurrence of a stoppage wave. Forty-two stoppage waves resulting from incidents 
were evaluated as they crossed one of the five detector stations. The results of the 
analysis are shown in Figure 6. 

The advance warning of a stoppage wave shown in the figure represents the difference 
between the time that the energy or speed dropped below the critical value on any one 
of the lanes and the time that the first stoppage wave was observed to cross one of the 
detectors. Again, positive values represent advance warning; negative values represent 
late responses. 

The results clearly show that there was essentially no difference in response between 
the energy and speed parameters. In addition, with a three-lane detection station, ad
equate advance warning of stoppage waves is achieved within the limitations of the mea
surement technique. This is accomplished by allowing any one of the three lanes to 
predict the occurrence of a stoppage wave. In only one case did the wave pass over the 
detectors before the variable fell below the critical value on any one of the lanes. How
ever, the difference was only 17 sec, well within the limit because of the 30-sec update 
of the data base. 

A review of the data also revealed that, for the incidents studied, the stoppage waves 
were first detected on either the median or the middle lanes, or both, in 98 percent of 
the cases. An explanation of this result can be surmised. Because of the traffic leav
ing the shoulder lane via the off-ramps, the stoppage wave at times is interrupted and, 
therefore, will take longer to travel upstream. Earlier research on the Gulf Freeway 
by Drew (10) indicated that there does not seem to be any transverse pattern of failure 



Figure 4. Location of test equipment. 
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prompted by the spread of congestion from any one lane to the shoulder lane. He sug
gested that drivers seem to compensate for turbulence in the shoulder lane. 

Type IT Errors 

The preceding section has shown that, for the incidents studied, a one-lane criterion 
was acceptable. The results revealed that there were no type I errors. This section 
discusses the results of an analysis for type II errors, false activations when a stop
page wave does not exist. 

One of the assumptions made in selecting energy as one control variable is that the 
freeway will not be operating at level of service A during the normal periods of control 
(6 a.m. to 6 p.m.) because of the demands normally experienced on the freeway at these 
times. However, if for some reason short-period demands become light at a detector 
station, the energy values could conceivably drop below Ee, resulting in false activation 
of the safety warning device. Several hours of data, collected during off-peak and peak 
periods when no incidents occurred within the study section, were evaluated for the 
possibility of type II errors. 

The results revealed that, generally, the operation of the device was satisfactory. 
However, it was observed that in some instances during the off-peak periods, partic
ularly during the summer months, a reduction in freeway demand would cause false 
activations by using energy. Although not a frequent occurrence, the data indicated that 
the type II error was indeed a problem particularly during the summer and, therefore, 
would require attention. This was particularly true at subsystem 1 (Mossrose-Griggs). 

The detector station at Griggs is located about 4,000 ft downstream of a major in
terchange and immediately downstream of a high-volume off-ramp. It appeared that 
the influence of the off-ramp coupled with motorists' desires to assume a comfortable 
headway after merging at the major interchange resulted in intermittent low-volume, 
high-speed measurement periods, particularly in the shoulder lane. The conditions 
were sufficiently severe to cause the energy to fall below Ee. This would give the in
dication of a stoppage wave. 

There are at least two approaches that can be taken to circumvent this problem. 
One approach is to maintain a check of the speed and volume of the downstream detec
tors. Because the middle lane will carry a higher volume than the other two lanes 
during the off-peak periods, this lane can be used in the decision process. If the speeds 
remain above a threshold value, say 35 mph, while the volume in the middle lane stays 
above a threshold volume, say 8 vehicles per minute, this is an indication of random 
light flow on the affected lane. The safety warning device then would not be activated. 

A second approach is to maintain the same control logic but increase the sampling 
time base. This would in effect smooth the energy function and reduce the severe 
peaking characteristic of the variable. 

Each of these approaches was analyzed to determine its merits. Off-peak data, 
which indicated the highest frequency of type II errors, were used as the basis for the 
analysis. Thus, the approaches were evaluated under the worst noticeable conditions. 
Data from 414 sampling periods (30-sec periods) collected at the Griggs detector sta
tion on July 28 and 30 and August 3 and 4, 1971, were used as the base. The results 
of the analysis are shown in Figure 7. 

The results indicate that using the basic control logic with an increased time base 
of up to 5 min reduces the frequency of false activations, but the reduction is not suf
ficient to be acceptable. The results also show that the approach wherein the middle 
lane at the downstream station is given a volume and speed check to determine the need 
to activate the safety warning device appears to be an acceptable solution. When a 
1-min sampling period is used, a false activation would have occurred less than two
tenths of 1 percent (virtually zero) of the time under the worst possible conditions. 

System Stability 

It is imperative that the sign continue to operate from the time a stoppage wave is 
sensed until the wave or waves pass over the upstream detector station. Intermittent 
on-off operation is not desirable for apparent reasons. 



Figure 6. Performance curve for one-lane criterion. 
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The results of a system stability analysis revealed that, because of the fluctuations 
of traffic flow, there is some system instability when a 1-min data base is used. It was 
observed that the variation of traffic characteristics at the downstream detector sta
tions would occasionally cause the safety device to turn off and on intermittently before 
the stoppage wave reached the upstream detector stations. 

One solution to the problem is to require that the unit continue to operate for a fixed 
time following the initial period that resulted in energy values that called for system 
activation. An analysis of the data indicates that a hold time of six sampling periods 
(3 min) would be adequate to compensate for the possible instability of on-off cycling. 
This minimum time period can be reduced if the stoppage waves propagate over the 
upstream detectors sooner than 3 min. The minimum time can also be reduced when 
the sign is activated by slow vehicles (e.g., trucks and funeral processions). 

Detector Problems 

During the course of this research a rather high frequency of detector malfunctions 
was noted. This appears to be a problem common to operational freeway control sys
tems. Because of the nature of the electronics associated with automatic traffic detec
tion equipment, a particular detector may possibly become defective and thus transmit 
erroneous data to the computer or perhaps transmit no data at all. The problem is 
perplexing because a detector may become defective at any instant in time. Therefore, 
even though the detection equipment is thoroughly checked prior to control, there is no 
assurance that every detector will perform satisfactorily throughout the day. 

The consequential effects of a defective detector in an automatic warning system for 
motorists are apparent. However, there are safeguard features that can be designed 
into the system to minimize their effects. One approach is to employ redundant detec
tors. Another approach is to rely on detectors on two lanes to give the alert of a major 
discontinuity in flow. That is, the safety warning device would not be activated unless 
the energy or speed on two lanes dropped below E

0 
or Uc. This approach, in effect, uses 

information from a detector on a second lane to verify the reliability of the data from 
the first. To test the feasibility of a two-lane control criterion required that an anal
ysis be made of the relative movements of stoppage waves between lanes and the per
formance of this concept. These are discussed in the following sections. 

Relative Movement of Stoppage Waves 

The cumulative frequency of the time difference between the arrival of the first and 
second stoppage waves at the detector stations is shown in Figure 8. The plot reveals 
that, in approximately 23 percent of the cases studied, the second wave reached the 
detector station more than 30 sec after the first wave. Ten percent of the cases re
sulted in a time difference of 97 sec or more. 

It would appear at the outset that a great degree of efficiency might be lost when 
using a two-lane control criterion. However, because the critical energy and speed 
parameters did exhibit predictive qualities, the effect of the parameters might com
pensate for some of the large time differences between stoppage waves. The extent of 
the change in performance relative to the one-lane criterion was evaluated and is dis
cussed in the following section. 

Two-Lane Control Criterion 

The response times using a two-lane control criterion are shown in Figure 9. The 
results indicate that, generally, the system using a two-lane control criterion would 
respond within the expected limits. In only two cases out of 47 observed did the system 
respond later than 30 sec after the initial stoppage wave crossed the downstream detec
tor station. In one extreme case, the system would not have sensed the presence of a 
major discontinuity in flow until 180 sec after the initial stoppage wave reached the 
detector station. A study of the video tapes revealed that in this one case the response 
would have been too late to warn motorists approaching the grade. 
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Comparisons of response times between the one-lane and two-lane criteria for crit
ical energy and speed are also shown in Figure 9. As was expected, the results show 
that the two-lane criterion is less responsive to stoppage waves than the one-lane con
trol criterion. 

Trade-offs must be made in deciding the alternative course of action for an opera
tional system. The one-lane criterion was shown to be acceptable. However, with this 
type of operation a defective detector on a lane can cause the warning sign to activate 
erroneously. The two-lane control criterion can compensate for the probability of a 
detector failure and appears to produce satisfactory results 96 percent of the time. 

APPLICATIONS 

This paper was concerned with a study of stoppage wave detection methods by using 
either critical speed or critical energy threshold values. Both parameters were found 
to be acceptable for application to digital computer control of the warning system. 

Detector Location 

Because the speed and energy parameters were computed from 1-min data updated 
every 30 sec, the response to a stoppage wave in some instances would be expected to 
be late by as much as 30 sec. The detectors located downstream of the overpasses 
must, therefore, be located a sufficient distance downstream of the critical freeway 
section to cope with this possibility. Observations in Houston have shown that the speed 
of stoppage waves will reach as much as 26 fps. Thus, it is possible that a wave could 
travel at least 720 ft (26 fps x 30 sec = 720 ft) before the logic responds to it. To ensure 
a factor of safety in the design, we selected a design travel distance of 800 ft. To en
sure that the system responds to a stoppage wave before the wave reaches the foot of 
the vertical curve required that a suggested placement for the basic set of downstream 
detectors be developed (Fig. 10). It may at times be desirable to place some additional 
detectors downstream of this basic set to allow for a greater degree of advanced warn
ing. The desirability of these additional detectors would be dictated by the specific 
problem location. 

One function of the upstream detectors is to signify whether the conditions upstream 
of the overpass are such that a stoppage wave propagating on the far side of the over
pass would result in hazardous conditions for approaching motorists. A second function 
is to turn the sign off once the stoppage wave has passed over the upstream detectors. 
The detectors should be located downstream from any bottlenecks existing in the im
mediate area. In some cases, a high-volume ramp may cause some congestion on the 
shoulder lane. The probability of not being responsive to a stoppage wave in the 
shoulder lane is reduced by positioning the detectors downstream from the ramp. The 
results of the analysis on the Gulf Freeway indicated that detectors placed at distances 
shown in Figure 10 appear to work satisfactorily, barring the influence of a ramp. 

Control Logic 

Based on the results of this study, a control logic was developed for digital computer 
control of the warning system. The logic assumes that a one-lane criterion is used at 
the downstream station and a two-lane criterion is used at the upstream location. Addi
tions were made to permit 24-hour a day operation for 7 days each week. It should be 
understood, however, that the program is not overly sensitive to incidents occurring 
during periods of extremely light flow as would be experienced during the early morn
ing hours. This is due to the limitations of detector placements in addition to the fact 
that the logic responds to the effects of incidents. As long as stoppage waves are pres
ent, the program will be responsive. However, the program is not capable of re
sponding to incidents occurring between the upstream and downstream detector stations 
during these early morning hours. A flow chart for the control logic using energy as 
a control variable is shown in Figure 11. A comparable program can be structured for 
speed. The following list refers to the notation used in the figure and represents vari
ables computed on a per-lane basis: 



Figure 10. Suggested detector locations. 
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Figure 11. Flow chart of control logic. 
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= energy upstream 
energy downstream 
threshold volume (8 vpm) 
volume upstream 

Vol01 volume downstream 
ut threshold speed (3 5 mph) 
u. average speed upstream 

u 01 = average speed downstream 
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DISCUSSION 
Joseph A. Wattleworth, Department of Civil and Coastal Engineering, 

University of Florida 

The authors have presented the development and preliminary testing of a very in
teresting driver information system. The system detects queues or stoppage waves in 
the freeway traffic stream and activates upstream beacons to warn the motorists of a 
forthcoming speed reduction. This system has the potential of accomplishing a great 
reduction in the frequency of rear-end accidents and other accidents caused by shock 
wave propagation in a traffic stream. 

One area of potential application of a warning system of this type is the situation 
described by the authors, namely, areas in which there are sight distance restrictions 
caused by geometric design deficiencies. There is a more general area of potential 
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application, however. This would be the warning of shock waves on any urban freeway 
during peak periods. When traffic densities are high, sight distance can be severely 
limited on a freeway of any geometric design. At operating conditions near capacity, 
headways are small, and this combination produces a potentially hazardous situation if 
a shock wave develops in the stream. 

Another area of application would be freeway or tollroad situations in which traffic 
volumes are moderately high. In these cases, shock waves would be generated at ir
regular times and would be propagated through the traffic stream. An advanced warn
ing of this situation would provide a definite safety benefit. 

One must commend the authors for proposing a system that is inexpensive and easily 
understood by the drivers. At a time when most considerations are given to large, ex
pensive, complex, sophisticated, and more glamorous systems, it is refreshing to note 
the authors' presenting a straightforward solution to a driver communication problem. 
A system that included a similar concept was proposed for the City of Baltimore after 
a cost-effectiveness analysis ruled out more elaborate alternatives (11). 

The authors presented the results of studies of the practicability or detecting free
way stoppage waves and predicting their arrival at an upstream location. They used 
both speed and kinetic energy measures and found that they were about equal as far as 
their detection of shock waves is concerned.· The kinetic energy measur.e was found to 
produce some false alarms under low-volume conditions, whereas the speed measures 
did not create this problem. This would lead the discussant to conclude that, for an 
operational system, speed measures would be preferable to energy measures. 

Finally, the authors echo the ne.ed for more reliable detectors. Anyone who works 
in the field of traffic control issu~s the same plea from time to time. Perhaps some
day manufacturers will find it important enough to respond to. 

In summary, the authors have described a very good and useful safety warning sys
tem for freeways and have adequately developed and tested the concepts. We look for
ward to a wider application of this type of system. 
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DISCUSSION 
Joseph W. Hess, Traffic Systems Division, Federal Highway Administration 

The authors should be commended for research and implementation of a system 
designed to indicate stoppage waves by algorithms by using speed and kinetic energy 
parameters. Their effort was aimed at some specific problem locations characteristic 
of the roller-coaster type of design of an outmoded freeway. In this research the stop
page waves were generated out of sight (over the crest) of approaching motorists, and 
a warning system was needed to reduce the number of rear-end collisions. My ex
perience has been that the stoppage wave development is usually on the upgrade or foot 
portion of the vertical curve rather than on the downgrade portion past the crest. With 
this in mind, it would have been helpful for the authors to have given more details on 
the experimental sites, including both traffic and geometric features. For example, I 
received the impression that some stoppage waves were generated by excessive demand. 
However, there were off-ramps in the study sections; exiting traffic was given as a 
reason for the right lane stoppage waves moving slowly upstream. 

The generalized suggested locations of detectors (Fig. 10) are a useful aid. Here 
again, I would have preferred more detail on the detector placement for the individual 
study sections and the associated geometrics of the vertical curves. 
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The authors did not stray from their subject area in presenting this research. Be
yond the suitability of the parameters, I am curious about the actual effect on the mo
torist and the effects on accident statistics. Even a preliminary subjective evaluation 
would be helpful although I suppose an evaluation of system effectiveness is taking place; 
in the case of accident statistics, this requires patience over a longer period of time. 
Past research by others on similar traffic warning devices has been curiously devoid 
of the human factors element. I do not think it is enough to measure and analyze traffic 
variables without determination of the devices' alerting effects, which might not show 
so significant in speed measurements yet might prove important in accident statistics 
or more subtle aspects of traffic stream flow stability. There have been past weak
nesses in not identifying motorists' reactions to the presented information and use 
thereof. I hope that future research will be more cognizant and attempt to rectify these 
shortcomings. 

At this point, I would like to digress to a topic closely related to the paper presented 
at this session, that of sight distance on freeways. Our present sight distance criteria 
might be perfectly adequate for rural freeways but, for those freeways carrying traffic 
at levels of service C, D, and E, it should be apparent that present sight distance cri
teria are hardly applicable. Sometimes we see only the back of the car ahead of us. 
Other times, when at the crest of a vertical curve and looking out over a curving down
ward section, we can see traffic stream characteristics for a great distance ahead. 
Perhaps there should be research undertaken to more adequately describe in quantita
tive terms what the real sight distances are for traffic streams of high density. Con
ceptualization of a research approach leading to development of applicable sight dis
tance criteria seems to me a very difficult problem in itself. 

In summary, I think the authors have done a fine job, and my comments are based 
more on what they did not tell me rather than what they did tell me. And I am glad I 
had the opportunity to make a few remarks on sight distance criteria. 

AUTHORS' CLOSURE 
The authors are appreciative of the excellent reviews by Wattleworth and Hess. 

Their comments are very appropriate and will be of assistance in developing techniques 
for improving the safety and efficiency of existing freeway systems. 

The prototype safety warning system on the Gulf Freeway has been under digital 
computer operation since February 1972. We are very confident in the hardware and 
software operation and feel that the system can be implemented at other locations. As 
of this writing, however, we have not fully evaluated motorist response to the system. 
Evaluation studies are in progress, and the results will be available when the studies 
are completed. 

The control algorithm presented in the paper is responsive to stoppage waves gen
erated from both freeway incidents and excessive demand conditions under moderate 
to heavy flow conditions. Modifications to both the algorithm and detector configuration 
may be necessary to make the system responsive during extremely low-volume condi
tions. 

Although the speed parameter was shown to be as responsive as the energy param
eter, there have been unexpected spin-offs resulting from the latter. First of all, the 
energy parameter is responsive to slow-moving vehicles such as trucks or funeral 
processions during the off-peak periods, whereas the speed parameter is not. Secondly, 
whenever we receive a false alarm during the off-peak periods, we are almost assured 
that a detector is transmitting erroneous data. We have computer software that allows 
us to locate detectors that fail completely. However, when a detector fluctuates into a 
"gray" area without complete failure, this is more difficult to isolate. The energy 
parameter, however, assists us in spotting those detectors that are operating in the 
gray area. 
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It must be emphasized that the computer algorithm for the warning system is not an 
incident detection scheme. The algorithm is responsive to stoppage waves only and 
does not necessarily indicate the presence of a freeway incident. We are in the process 
of developing incident detection logic that will be an add-on to the stoppage wave pro
gram. Utilization of this logic in conjunction with travel time prediction techniques 
(12) will permit real-time evaluation of freeway conditions so that appropriate changes 
inramp control strategies can be made and appropriate information can be relayed to 
the driver for effective diversion within a corridor. 
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COMPUTER MODEL FOR OPTIMAL FREEWAY 
ON-RAMP CONTROL 
Jin J. Wang and Adolf D. May, University of California, Berkeley 

Regulating input volume to a freeway system through ramp metering, or 
ramp closure, maintains traffic flow at an efficient level and improves 
overall system performance. This paper describes the development of a 
computer program, LINCON, that can determine the desired fixed-time 
metering rates for a group of on-ramps to be controlled. The linear pro
gramming technique is used to formulate a decision model that is then in
tegrated with a previously developed deterministic freeway simulation 
model, FREEQ, to become a ramp-control model, RAMPCON. To take 
into consideration the effect of traffic diversion under control, the decision 
model was formulated in such a way that, at each on-ramp, the trips with 
shorter freeway travel distances could divert proportionally more than the 
trips with longer freeway travel distances. Two objective functions, max
imizing total vehicular input and maximizing total freeway vehicle-miles 
of travel, are considered. The program user has the option of choosing 
either objective. 

•FREEWAY ON-RAMP CONTROL as a potential tool to improve freeway operations 
did not receive much attention until the early 1960s when increasing congestion on urban 
freeways became a serious problem. Basically, the idea is that, by regulating the in
put of the freeway system through ramp metering (or ramp closure in the extreme case), 
traffic flow on the system can be kept at a more efficient level and thus overall system 
performance will be improved. Reduction of accidents also produces smoother flow 
conditions. Many theoretical investigations and empirical analyses have been reported. 
Recognizing the need to develop a control strategy for a group of ramps as an inter
related system, more research has been directed to the application of mathematical 
programming techniques to the problem of ramp control. Studies by Wattleworth (1, 2), 
Payne (3), and Kreer (4) are examples. This paper describes the development of a -
computer model that can determine the desired metering rates for a group of on-ramps 
to be controlled. The set of desired metering rates will be called control strategy 
throughout this paper. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

The system of freeway on-ramp control consists of three basic elements: the road
way, the traffic, and the control. The performance of the elements is dependent on each 
other. Changes in control would cause traffic patterns to change, which in turn would 
affect weaving section capacities and travel conditions on the roadway. However, road
way characteristics and traffic demands are basic parameters in determining the con
trol strategy. Recognition of this interdependency is most important in studying free
way on-ramp control. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Freeway Operations. 
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Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness 

Efficiency and safety are the two most important objectives of freeway operations. 
Efficiency in terms of total vehicles served can be measured by the total input volume. 
Efficiency in terms of total travel on the freeway can be measured by total vehicle
miles of travel, which tends to favor ramps having drivers with longer average trip 
lengths. Better utilization of all sections of freeway can also be expected. If travel 
distance via arterial route is approximately proportional to travel distance via the free
way route, then this criterion will result in smaller diverted vehicle-miles to the ar
terial street and thus minimize the adverse effect on the arterial system. 

Use of total input as the measure of effectiveness tends to favor ramps with shorter 
average trip lengths. With a smaller number of trips diverted, the impact on the ex
isting trip pattern is reduced. The choice between these two measures of effectiveness 
is not obvious. In the case where diverted traffic is dispersed evenly throughout the en
tire arterial network and does not significantly affect the travel on the arterial streets, 
the total vehicle-mile criterion tends to be better from the point of view of overall cor
ridor traffic. However, if diverted traffic causes significant delay to arterial traffic, the 
total input criterion might be better. In developing fixed-time control strategies, we 
cannot use total travel time as the objective inasmuch as the total number of vehicles 
entering the freeway is not a constant. If the study includes the arterial street traffic 
where the total number of vehicles can be considered as a constant, then total travel 
time can be used as the objective. 

A safety objective is difficult to measure and almost impossible to predict. Elimi
nation of freeway congestion improves both efficiency and safety. However, further re
duction of traffic might improve safety but reduce efficiency. Thus, in on-ramp con
trol, the safety objective is not taken into account explicitly. The constraint that no 
congestion is allowed on the freeway may be considered as a limit establishing an ac
ceptable level of safety. 

Constraints 

Because no congestion is allowed on the freeway, one set of constraints is that input 
demand for each subsection should be less than or equal to the capacity. A modified 
constraint would be that the demand should be less than the capacity by at least a cer
tain amount. In operation, two more constraints are often necessary. One is the min
imum metering rate, which is necessary to prevent excess violation at the metering 
signal. Sometimes a higher minimum metering rate is used so that accessibility to an 
area is not unjustifiably reduced. An area without suitable alternative routes is a typical 
example. The other constraint is the maximum metering rate. This may be limited by 
the minimum cycle length of the signal or, in certain conditions, to prevent unacceptably 
long queues on the ramp. 

Constraints can also be set up so that certain levels of service can be maintained. 
For example, it may be desirable to keep the speed on the freeway high. Given that 
there is a direct relationship between speed and volume, this can be accomplished by 
requiring the demand to be less than the capacity by a certain amount. 

General Framework 

Figure 1 shows the general framework in developing ramp-control strategy. A free
way model is needed to determine the traffic performance before and after control, and 
a decision model is needed to select the best control strategy. The control causes 
some changes in the origin-destination pattern, which affects the traffic performance 
and may in turn require modification of the control strategy. This study has attempted 
to take into account the change of O-D pattern under control by some intuitive assump
tions. Better understanding of the nature of traffic diversion is needed to improve the 
formulation. 
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THE FREEWAY MODEL AND MANUAL PROCEDURE 

The Freeway Model: FREEQ 

In 1970, a computer simulation model was developed at the Institute of Transporta
tion and Traffic Engineering in Berkeley. This model, FREEQ, simulates freeway 
traffic performance w1der given roadway and demand characteristics. Details of this 
model are described in a previous r eport ( 5). Briefly, the model takes the roadway 
parameters, which include section length, capacity, ramp location, lane configuration, 
and design speed, and the load parameters, which are in the form of 15-min origin
destination tables, and computes the traffic performance in terms of speed, volume
capacity ratio, density, travel time, vehicle-hours expended, vehicle-miles expended, 
actual capacity, and queue length. 

Manual Procedure 

With the aid of the freeway model, a manual procedure can be used to evaluate ramp 
control strategies. Essentially, the decision model (Fig. 1) can be performed by the 
analyst manually. Output of the freeway model is studied, and, by following some rules 
or judgment, the suitable metering rates are determined. These metering rates are 
then used to modify the load parameters, which, when entered into the freeway model, 
determine the traffic performance under the proposed control scheme. The scheme 
may be modified when necessary. An example of this program can be found in an ear
lier report (~. 

APPLICATION OF THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUE 

Application of the linear programming technique to the problem of freeway on-ramp 
control was first demonstrated by Wattleworth in 1965 (1, 2). Later work was done by 
Goolsby and Mccasland (7), Messer (8), and Brewer et aC (9) in 1969. The greatest 
advantage of this technique is its extremely short computation time. This is very im
portant when applied in a real-time traffic-responsive control system. The other ad
vantages are its simplicity in formulation and its systematic methodology for finding 
the optimum solution for a given objective function and a set of constraints. 

Basic Assumptions 

1. The demand rates are constant for the time slice under consideration, 
2. A steady-state condition is assumed, 
3. Traffic diverted from one on-ramp will not enter other on-ramps, and 
4. Traffic will not divert from one time slice to another time slice. 

In the case of fixed-time control, the time slice is usually no less than 15 min. Ex
cept for very long sections of freeway, the second assumption is usually not critical. 
The first assumption affects primarily the main-line input inasmuch as other ramps 
are regulated by ramp signals and will produce constant demand rates unless the cumu
lative demand is less than the cumulative output for some period of time. In the case 
of traffic-responsive control, the time slice is very short, and the first assumption is 
not critical as far as the freeway is concerned. The effect of the second assumption 
can be reduced by breaking up the freeway into segments of 2 to 3 miles bounded by key 
bottlenecks. Each segment will operate almost independently except that the main-line 
output of the upstream segment is the main-line input of the downstream segment. 

The third assumption is quite unrealistic in many cases, particularly when back
tracking to enter upstream on-ramps is favorable. There are two kinds of backtrack
ing. The first kind occurs when the original demand pattern is distorted because some 
traffic uses downstream on-ramps to bypass a bottleneck. When the control is imple
mented and the traffic in the bottleneck is flowing smoothly, drivers will use upstream 
on-ramps as they would have in the case of no bottlenecks. This condition can be cor
rected by adjusting the original demands to the situation with no congestion on the free
way. These adjusted demands are then used in the formulation. The second kind occurs 
when upstream on-ramps are not'"'controlled and some traffic finds it is faster to back-
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track a little even though the travel distance is longer. This effect can be reduced by 
extending the control farther upstream. Diversion from upstream on-ramps to a con
trolled downstream on-ramp is possible but unlikely unless queue delay at the down
stream on-ramp is much shorter. The forth assumption is not critical for the begin
ning and ending time slices of the control. Some trips will start just a little bit earlier 
or later in order to avoid the control. However, control usually begins before conges
tion actually occurs and ends after the peak period. Thus, diversion in time at both 
ends of the control period is not critical from the operations point of view. For other 
time slices, the diversion is caused mainly by queuing on the ramps, which delays the 
entry of some vehicles at the end of the time slice. The effect depends on the change 
of destination pattern from one time slice to another. If the destination pattern is rela
tively stable, the effect will be small. 

Previous Formulation 

The basic linear programming model as formulated by Wattleworth is 

subject to 

for k = 1, 2, ... , m, 

for i = 1, ... , n, and 

for i = 1, ... , n, where 

n 

Maximize L Xi 

i=l 

X1 = desired input rate from on-ramp i (the metering rate), 
n = number of on-ramps, 

m = number of subsections, 
A1k = fraction of traffic from on-ramp i going through subsection k, 
~ = capacity of subsection k, and 
D1 = demand rate on on-ramp i. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Equation 1 simply states that the objective of the control is to maximize total input 
rate from all ramps. Equation 2 is the capacity constraint (total demand for any sub
section should not exceed its capacity). Equation 3 states that the input rate for any on
ramp cannot be more than the demand, and Eq. 4 states that the input rates cannot be 
negative. This formulation can be solved efficiently by the standard simplex method. 
Four possible modifications were suggested by Wattleworth: 

1. Bk may represent the service volume of a desired level of service to be main
tained for the freeway traffic. 

2. A constraint may be added that will limit the number of vehicles diverted. Ex
pressed mathematically, 

(5) 
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where Q1 is the maximum number of vehicles diverted for ramp i. 
3. A different type of constraint on the number of vehicles diverted may be in the 

form of 

(6) 

for all i. This constraint will spread all access demand equally over all on-ramps. 
4. A merging capacity constraint in the form of 

n 

P. L A3kX3 + x. ,,;; L. 

j=a+l 

for a = 1, ... , n - 1 may be added. P. is the fraction of trips upstream of ramp a, 
which is in lane 1. L. is the merging capacity. 

Other modifications that have been suggested are listed as follows: 

5. In the discussion of the paper presented by Wattleworth, Foote (2) suggested 
use of the objective in minimizing total excess capacity. Mathematically, 

(7) 

(8) 

6. In discussing the same paper, May suggested the use of the objective of maxi
mizing total vehicle-miles of travel. 

n 

Maximize L X1l1 

i=l 

where 11 is the average trip length of all traffic from on-ramp i. 

Two additional modifications may be considered. 

7. Equation 5. may be expressed as 

where N1 is the minimum metering rate for ramp i. 
8. A maximum metering rate constraint in the form of 

can be added where M1 is the maximum metering rate. 

Alternative Formulation 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

Wattleworth 's formulation implicitly assumes that, for each on-ramp, the destina
tion pattern before and after control is the same. This is reflected by the parameter 
A1k, which is computed from the destination pattern before the control. In operation, 
a queue will form on the ramp and cause a certain amount of delay. Some traffic will 
find it better to use alternative routes. Logically, traffic with better alternative routes 
or, in terms of travel time, a shorter travel time for the alternative route than for the 
freeway route will more likely divert first. The exact pattern of diversion is undoubt
edly stochastic in nature and depends on the actual origin and destination of each trip 
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and on driver characteristics. As an approximation, it is assumed that trips with 
shorter freeway trip lengths will divert proportionally no less than trips with longer 
freeway trip length. This can be expressed as 

P(i, j) ~ P(i, j + 1) (12) 

where P(i, j) is the percentage of the original demand between on-ramp i and off-ramp 
j that still uses the freeway after control. Equation 12 does not guarantee that all short 
trips will divert first; it only states that short trips could potentially divert proportion
ally more than long trips. This may appear to be an inconsistent assumption inasmuch 
as no definite diversion rule is established. However, because of the stochastic nature 
of the true diversion pattern, we feel that this assumption will produce results closer 
to reality than the assumption that all short trips will divert first. 

The following notations are used in the alternative formulation. 

TRIP(i, j) = original demand rate from on-ramp i to off-ramp j, 
P(i, j) = percentage of original demand from on-ramp i to off-ramp j that is not 

diverted, 
~ = capacity (or service volume) of subsection k, and 

L(i, j) = freeway travel distance between on-ramp i and off-ramp j. 

The linear programming formulation is as follows: 

n m 

Maximize L L P(i, j) TRIP(i, j) 

i=l j=l 

where n is the number of on-ramps and mis the number of off-ramps, subject to 

P(i, j) ~ 1 

for all (i, j), 

P(i, j) - P(i, j + 1) ~ 0 

for all (i, j), 

and 

n m 

L L Ii X P(i,j) X TRIP(i,j) ~ ~ 
i=l j=l 

P(i, j) 2 0 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

In Eq. 16, 5 = 1 if i is upstream of subsection k and j is downstream of subsection k; 
otherwise, Ii = 0. In this formulation, P(i, j) is the decision variable and TRIP(i, j), Bk, 
and Ii are constant. Equation 13 is replaced by 

n m 

Maximize L L P(i, j)TRIP(i, j) L(i, j) 

i=l j=l 

when the selected objective is to maximize vehicle-miles of freeway travel. 

(18) 

In the remainder of this report, the formulation by Wattleworth will be referred to 
as the formulation with proportional diversion, and the alternative formulation de-
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veloped in this section will be referred to as the formulation with short-trip diversion. 

The Computer Program: LINCON 

Based on the formulations previously presented, a computer program (LINCON) was 
prepared. The program includes the four basic modifications by Wattleworth, modifi
cation items 6, 7, and 8, and the alternative formulation. Thus, the user has the flex
ibility of choosing either type of formulation depending on the applicability of the di
version assumption. The user can also choose either total vehicle input or total 
vehicle-miles as the objective function. 

The number of equations in the linear programming formulation is reduced by not 
entering the maximum and minimum metering rates as constraints. In the program, 
the maximum metering rates are first adjusted so that they are not greater than the de
mands. Then, if the demand of a ramp is greater than the maximum metering rate, D1 

in Eq. 3 is replaced by the maximum metering rate, or TRIP(i, j) in Eqs. 13 and 16 is 
modified such that the number of total trips from an on-ramp is equal to the maximum 
metering rate. Trips with shorter freeway trip lengths are diverted first. The min
imum metering rates are also modified so that they are not greater than the demands. 
Then, these trips are loaded to the freeway as if they are through traffic. If the di
version assumption of the alternative formulation is adopted, long trips are selected 
first for freeway use. Parameter values for the simplex tableau are automatically 
computed in the subroutine RMATRX by using the input data. 

INTEGRATION OF FREEWAY MODEL AND LINEAR PROGRAMMING 

The linear programming model, LINCON, is now used as the decision model and, 
in combination with the FREEQ model, results in a completely automatic computer 
model, RAMPCON. The need to integrate these two models has been shown previously. 
Figure 1 can be considered as the generalized flow chart of this model. A more de
tailed flow chart is shown in Figure 2. 

Iteration Procedure 

From the linear programming formulations, it can be seen that it is the change in 
Bk value that will cause the modification of the metering rates. The modified metering 
rates may in turn change the value of~ caused by change in weaving effect. Thus, an 
iteration procedure is required to obtain the equilibrium solution. This program han
dles only the case that ~ is the capacity. Minor modification is required if Bk is to be 
the service volume of a specified level of service. 

The value of ~ is affected by the load parameters because of the weaving effect. The 
step-by-step procedure is as follows: 

1. Input roadway parameters and O-D table into the FREEQ model to obtain the traf
fic performance under no control conditions. 

2. Let Ck be the capacity of section K if there is no weaving effect and WEk be the 
weaving effect. Compute a trial value of Bk by using Eq. 19. 

"Q - C - WEk 
LJ\< - k 2 (19) 

3. With the computed~ value and other necessary data, use LINCON program to 
compute the optimum metering rates. 

4. Revise the O-D tables based on the metering rates, and rerun FREEQ. 
5. Compare the previously computed~ value with the true capacity, which is equal 

to Ck - WEk. If the difference is less than 10 for all subsections, terminate the pro
cedure; otherwise, continue to next step. 

6. Revise the Bk value by using Eq. 20. 

(20) 
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Table 1. Summary of test roadway data. 

Subsection No. of Length Truck 
No. Lanes Capacity (ft) Factor Ramp Subsection Description 

1 3 5,728 1,660 0.970 0 
2 3 5,806 1,890 0.970 OD 
3 3 5,520 2,310 0.940 
4 3 5,950 1,460 0.980 OD 
5 3 5,806 3,800 0.970 
6 3 5,880 1,100 0.980 0 
7 3 5,950 660 0.980 D 
8 3 5,950 1,480 0.980 D 
9 3 5,728 1,480 0.970 

10 4 6,850 800 0.980 OD 
11 3 5,800 4,690 0.970 D 
12 3 5,806 2,190 0.970 
13 3 5,800 2,320 0.970 OD 
14 3 5,049 830 0.850 
15 3 4,746 1,180 0.793 
16 3 4,700 2,560 0.780 OD 

Note: Ramp limit= 1,500 vph. 

Table 2. Origin-destination data for test system (15-min 
volume). 

Destination Cross 
Origin 
Down 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 61 106 56 102 34 121 66 798 
2 3 6 9 4 19 7 39 
3 7 3 5 14 9 44 
4 34 108 40 153 
5 14 48 29 152 
6 11 55 
7 0 

Table 3. Summary of test system results. 

Formulation· Proportional Di version 

No Maximize Maximize 
Item Control Vehicle-M!les Input 

Total Input 
rate 8,320 7,753 7,753 

Total output 
rate 7,087 7,753 7,753 

Total vehicle-
m!le rate 6,699 7,703 7,703 

Computer time 
(sec) 17 17 

No. of 
iterations 7 7 

Key bottleneck 
subsections 6 4, 6, U 4, 6, 11 

Table 4. Optimum metering rates on test system. 

On-Ramp No. 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Original 
Demand 
Rate (vph) 

348 
328 

1,340 
972 
264 

0 

Optimum Metering Rate (vph) 

348 
328 
512 
925 
264 

0 

348 
328 
512 
925 
264 

0 

348 
328 
512 
827 
264 

0 

348 
328 
403 
972 
264 

0 

Central off to Central on 
Central on to Carlson off 
Carlson off to Carlson on 
Carlson on to Potrero off 
Potrero off to Cutting on 
Cutting on to grade change point 
Grade change point to Macdonald off 
Macdonald off to San Pablo off 
San Pablo off to San Pablo on 
San Pablo on to Solano off 
Solano off to San Pablo Dam off 
Dam Road off to Dam Road on 
Dam Road on to Road 20 off 
Road 20 off to grade change point 
Grade change point to Road 20 on 
Road 20 on to Mainline Destination 

Short-Trip Diversion 

Maximize Maximize 
Vehicle-Miles Input 

7,655 7,691 

7,655 7,691 

7,751 7,735 

34 40 

6 7 

4, 6, 16 4, 11, 16 



The Bk value on the right side of the equation is the value used in the previous run of 
LINCON. 

7. Return to step 3. 

Test System and Results 
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The northbound Eastshore Freeway (located in the San Francisco Bay area) from the 
Central Street off-ramp to the main-line section north of the Road 20 on-ramp was se
lected as the test system. A previous study (6) has proposed the implementation of 
ramp control on this section. The roadway data are given in Table 1, and the traffic 
data in the format of a 15-min origin-destination table are given in Table 2. This O-D 
table is the projected 1972 demand (assuming BART in operation) and for the time pe
riod from 4:30 to 4:45 p.m. A minimum metering rate of 240 vph is selected for all 
ramps. A maximum metering rate of 1,080 vph is selected for the San Pablo on-ramp 
and 800 vph for all other ramps. 

Tables 3 and 4 give the results of the test system. Results of both formulations and 
both objective functions show improvements in total output and total vehicle-miles of 
freeway travel for the controlled system as compared with the uncontrolled system. 
Although total input for the uncontrolled system is higher than that for the controlled 
system, there is severe congestion on the freeway. Under the formulation with pro
protional diversion, the results for both objective functions are identical. This may 
not be the case for other systems. The differences among the four conditions do not 
appear to be significant. This is probably because subsection 6 is the major bottleneck 
that effectively reduces the demands of the downstream subsections to less than or only 
slightly above the capacity. 

In summary, the computer model developed by combining a freeway model and the 
linear programming technique can determine the desired metering rates, taking into 
consideration the changes of freeway subsection capacities when the demand pattern is 
altered by the metering rates. The freeway submode! also provides data on freeway 
performance before and after control for better analysis of the control effect. The 
model was developed basically for the analysis of fixed-time ramp control. Applica
tion to the traffic-responsive control is possible when supplemented by a real-time de
mand forecast and distribution model. 
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PREDICTION AND STABILITY OF FREEWAY GAPS 
AND ON-RAMP MERGING 
P. K. Munjal, Y. S. Hsu, and R. L. Lawrence, System Development Corporation, 

Santa Monica 

Merging of vehicles from on-ramp to freeway is the most likely cause of 
freeway congestion and disturbance besides geometric bottlenecks and free
way accidents. One of the effective ways to control this type of congestion 
and disturbance is predicting intervehicular acceptable gap sizes by detec
tors placed in the shoulder lane at some point upstream of the on-ramp. 
Vehicles from the controlled-ramp site are released and coordinated to 
merge into the traffic whenever an acceptable gap is detected. This paper 
gives the analysis on the prediction of gaps and their associated errors 
for single- and double-loop detectors. Analytical expressions for errors 
in gap prediction and speed estimation were derived and validated against 
experimental observation obtained from aerial photographic data and were 
related to different sensing pulse rates and detector locations for single
and double-loop detectors . The problem of gap prediction was also related 
to the stability of traffic in the vicinity of an on- ramp. The effects of lane 
changing and variation in the speed of the individual car between the de
tector location and the on-ramp merge point were also analyzed from ex
perimental data. A comparison of fixed-metering strategy and gap
prediction strategy is made, and the fixed-metering rate is determined 
according to the measured occupancy from the experimental data. Results 
indicate that the gap-prediction strategy has great application value. 

•FREEWAY on-ramp control has drawn much attention in recent years. The main 
purpose of controlling on-ramp flow is to improve freeway traffic operation so that the 
total demand (on-ramp demand plus through-traffic demand) does not exceed the capac
ity of the downstream side of the on-ramp. 

Two major factors that affect the merging of on-ramp flow to the main-line traffic is 
gap availability and gap acceptance. Gap availability involves the study of gap distribu
tion. Distribution of time gaps (time headways) has been studied by many researchers 
(1, 8, 10, 11, 14, 17). 
- Gap-acceptance studies have also been conducted by a number of researchers (4, 5, 

6, 7, 13, 16). Their main efforts have been to study statistical properties of acceptable 
gaps.-The study by Hsu and Munjal (9) differs from the other works in that gap-acceptance 
study was conducted for all lanes in afreeway, and the relation of a lane changer and 
its neighboring vehicles was analyzed. 

There are several types of on-ramp control strategies . The first is to relate the 
gap distributions to the occupancy (or speed and concentration) and determine the ade
quate number of on-ramp vehicles being allowed. The on-ramp flow is thus controlled 
by a fixed-metering rate according to the occupancy. This technique has been applied 
in Chicago and Chula Vista, California. The second technique, somewhat similar to the 
first, is to keep the sum of the on-ramp flow and the flow of the outer lane (the lane 
into which the on-ramp flow is merging) less than or equal to the outer lane's capacity. 
This technique was applied in Houston (18). A third approach (3, 12), applied in Houston 
(2), involves the detection of gaps in thefreeway outer lane upstream of the ramp and 
the release of vehicles from the ramp when an acceptable gap has been detected. 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Freeway Operations. 
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The first two approaches are macroscopic approaches. On-ramp flow is controlled 
based on the average traffic condition in the vicinity of the on-ramp. The third approach 
is a microscopic one in that the individual gap is taken into account. This paper mainly 
considers problems that occur in the microscopic approach, namely, gap prediction and 
stability. 

A simple way to predict gap length at the nose of an on-ramp (point x) is to install a 
detector at some fixed distance from x and measure its gap length. A gap is assumed 
to travel at a constant speed, the space mean speed v.. We can thus calculate the time 
when this gap is available at x. This approach is definitely unrealistic because not 
every vehicle travels at v.. An improved method would be one that considers an in
dividual vehicle's speed. Even with this, the nonconstant speed of a vehicle still de
grades the prediction of the arrival time and length of the gap. Furthermore, there 
are detector measurement errors as well as lane changes occurring between the de
tector and the on-ramp nose. 

We shall describe our prediction method in the next section and analyze the predic
tion errors (instability). 

The prediction errors are functions of the distance between the loop detector and the 
on-ramp, the sampling rate, vehicle speed, and other factors to be discussed in detail. 
We shall use aerial experimental data to examine the performances of single- and 
double-loop detectors and compare them with the analytical results. 

Fixed-metering strategy, which is a conventional way to control on-ramp flow, will 
be compared with the prediction strategy, thus giving us some indication of the latter's 
application value. 

GAP PREDICTION AND ERROR ANALYSIS 

If we assume that a freeway has the on-ramp configuration shown in Figure 1, there 
may be a single-loop detector, D1, or a double-loop detector, D1 and D2, installed dis
tance L from the on-ramp. Detectors in pairs improve the accuracy of measurements 
but have a higher cost. We shall first analyze the performance of the single-loop de
tector. 

Let us assume that a vehicle has length x1, which passes the detector D1, with a time 
duration of ti. Its speed, vi, is 

W+ X1 
V1 =---

t1 

where w is the length of the loop. The occupancy 0 0 for a time period T is 

where n is the number of vehicles passing D1 in T. 

(1) 

(2) 

Because x1 varies from vehicle to vehicle and the single-loop detector cannot mea
sure the vehicle length, we must use x, the average vehicle length for Xi, in Eqs. 1 and 2. 
Thus, the estimates of v1 and 0 0 are 

and 

A 1 ~ -t_1_ 
oo = T "--' 1 + ~ 

i=l -
X 

(3) 

(4) 
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where ti is the detector measurement subject to sampling error. It is observed from 
Eq. 3 that, for vehicles having lengths larger than x, the estimated speeds are likely 
smaller than their true speeds, and, for vehicles having lengths smaller than x, the 
estimated speeds are likely larger than their true speeds. 

For the pair of successive cars i and i + 1 with measured speeds Vi and V1+i, we as
sume the measured time headway (gap) to be T1 and true headway to be T1• When vehicle 
i reaches x = O, the nose of the on-ramp, the gap length is predicted to be 

~ ( A L L) T1 = max T, T1 + :- - -A -

V1 V1+1 

(5) 

where T is the predetermined minimum headway between successive cars. 
When two loops are installed, the length of a vehicle can be measured. Let the de

tector ON (when it indicates a car is in presence) and OFF (when it indicates the car 
leaves) times be ~<1

\ ~{2) for D1, and t/3
), t1 (

4
) for D2 when vehicle i passes the two de

tectors. The speed v1 is estimated by 

(6) 

or alternatively by W = 
2w + d + Xi where d is the distance between the two detectors 
At (•ti tA (1) 

1 - 1 

(Fig. 1). 
The length of the vehicle x1 can be determined by solving 

w+d 2w+d+x1 
A(3) '(1) A(4) A(l) 
t1 - ti t1 - t1 

(7) 

That is, 

(8) 

The estimated occupancy using the two loops is 

(9) 

The estimated gap length at x = 0 for a double-loop detector has the same form as the 
single-loop detector in Eq. 5 by replacing v1 by v; and V1+1 by vi'+ 1 • 

Because the vehicle length can be precisely determined (subject only to sampling 
error-we have neglected all hardware errors) in the double-loop case, the accuracy 
in estimating speed and occupancy is higher than in the single-loop case. However, in 
both cases, the measurements are subject to an additional error source, the sampling 
error. Figure 2 shows the sampling error in estimation. The turn-on and turn-off 
times of the detector are y1 sec later and z1 sec later respectively than the true ve
hicle arrival and leaving times. The errors y1 and z1 can be conveniently assumed in
dependent and uniformly distributed between O and r, the sampling interval, and thus 

r r 2 

have mean 2 and variance 12 . 
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Single-Loop Detector 

It can be shown (15) that the errors in estimation of speeds and the downstream gap 
lengths using the single-loop detector are 

2 2 2 2 

var(v1) = ~ + vf 0 2 + O'l 0'
2 

t? t~ t; 
(10) 

2 

where a~ is the variance of vehicle length, O'~ = ~• thevarianceofthe sampling error, and 

b 

( ) 2 2 t 2 2 2 2 ( )2 2 t 2 2 2 2 2 
W + X1 0'2 + 10' 1 + 0'10 2 + W + X1+ I 0' 2 + I+ 10'1 + O'l 0'2 + 0'2 

(w + x1)4 (w + X1+ 1)4 

The result in Eq. 10 is based on the assumption that vehicles travel at constant 
speeds within the distance L. Any variation in speed would cause additional error. 
Furthermore, if the follower, with a short-time headway, has a higher speed than 
its leader, it will likely decrease its speed or make a lane change in order not to hit 
its leader. This is precisely what Eq. 5 says; i.e., a minimum headway T must be 
maintained if the follower does not make a lane change. Suppose now that vehicle i 
has an average speed of v1 within the distance L instead of v1 such that 

(11) 

where 61 has the mean zero and variance at 
It can also be shown (15) that the estimator in Eq. 5 for T < f-1 +..!: - _.!:_ has the fol-

- v1 v1+1 

lowing properties 

~ (1 1 ) E(Ti) = T1 + L -=----_-
V1 V1+1 

(12) 

(13) 

where 
2 2 

b1 = ~+ 0'2 

2(v1t1) 2(v1ut1u) 

and 
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Because v1t 1 = w1 + x1 , Eq. 13 reduces to Eq. 10 when v1 = v1 ; i.e., speed remains 
constant. For L > 100 ft, the first two terms of Eqs. 10 and 13 are negligible. We 
thus have the approximate results 

T1 + L(~ __ l) 
V1 V1+1 

for vehicles maintaining constant speed and 

for vehicles not maintaining constant speed. 

Double- Loop Detector 

(14) 

(15) 

In the case of the two-loop detector, we have the same predictor as given in Eq. 5. 
But in this case, the estimation of speed is more accurate because no assumption on 
the average vehicle length is used. The resulting speed estimation and the predictor 

f' have the following properties: 

2 
var(vf) = v~ __ a_z __ 

(16) 

(ti'3 1 - t1ll 1)2 

E(ftl (17) 

var(f[) = a~+ b'L + c ' 2 L2 

where b' = ~ and c '2 = ( 
2a~ 

2 
for vehicles maintaining constant speeds, and 

(w + d) w + d) 

(18) 

var(f-0 (19) 
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2 2 2 2 
where b{ = b' and c{ 2 = a2 + a?+~ for vehicles not maintaining constant speeds. 

(w + d) 2 -1 v-'4 
Vt 1+1 

For L > 100 ft, Eqs. 17 and 19 can be approximated by 

(20) 

and 

(21) 

respectively. 
It is easy to see that Eqs. 18 and 19 reducetoEqs.16 and 17 respectively when a5 = 

O; i.e., v[ = V1. 

The errors (standard deviation from the true value) in predicting downstream gaps 
are just the square roots of the variances in Eqs. 14, 15, 20, and 21 (i.e., cL, c1L, c 'L, 
and c{L respectively) for the four different cases. We note here that the prediction 
error is defined as the standard deviation of the prediction from the true value rather 
than the average difference in absolute value of the prediction. In general, the former 
error is larger because we weigh the differences in squares; in the latter we weigh 
them linearly. If the error is normally distributed (we can consider the errors in our 
cases as approximately normal), the standard deviation is '\(2ii times the average dif
ference in absolute value. The prediction errors are proportional to the distance L. 
They are also functions of the loop length, speed, sampling rate, variation in vehicle 
length for one-loop detector, distance d between loops for two-loop detector, and varia
tion in speeds. The errors increase with increasing L, variation in vehicle length, and 
variation in speeds but decrease with increasing loop length, distance between loops, 
vehicle speed, and sampling rate. 

To illustrate how the errors in predictions vary, we give a simple example and tab
ulate the prediction errors. Given loop length w = 6 ft, vehicle-speed variation a5 = 
3.8 ft2/ sec 2 (obtained from the aerial data when L = 600 ft), distance between two loops 
d = 14 ft (double-loop), average vehicle length in the outer lane x = 20 ft, vehicle-length 
variation CJi = 100 ft2, both the follower and the leader have actual speeds of 80 
ft/ sec, and lengths of both vehicles are 20 ft, we find the downstream gap prediction 

errors for L = 600 ft and 1,200 ft and for sampling rate _!: = 10 cps, 15 cps, 30 cps, and 
r 

oo cps (no sampling error in estimating speeds). 
Table 1 gives the results. In the case of the single-loop detector, the dominant error 

source is the increasing of distance L. The sampling rate and speed variations con
tributed an insignificant number of errors. In the case of the double-loop detector, the 
sampling rate plays as important a role as the distance L, but, once again, the contri
bution of speed variation is still negligible. 

It is also of interest to compare the speed measurement error for single- and double
loop detectors. We define the error to be the square root of the variances var(vi), 
var(v ~) given in Eqs. 10 and 16 respectively for single- and double-loop detectors. Using 
the same w, d i and ar as in the previous example, we also assume the average speed 
of a car to be 80 ft / sec. The calculated speed measul'ement errors for sampling rates 
of 10, 15, and 30 cps are given in Table 2. We can see that the measurements improve 
significantly for the single-loop detector. This was the primary reason that the single
loop detector gave very poor gap predictions. 

The preceding analysis only tells the error in predicting gap length. An even more 
important error is that a gap is predicted to be acceptable although it is actually unac
ceptable. More specifically, this error is the conditional probability 

(22) 
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This error is of vital importance because, once we predict a gap greater than or equal 
to T0 , a command is sent to the on-ramp metering, and the vehicle is released to merge 
into the gap. However, the true gap Ti" 1, being less than To, may cause the vehicle to 
be unable to merge or make a forced merge and thus create unexpected disturbances. 
The calculation of e is very much involved and will not be carried out here. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Aerial data of the three-lane westbound Long Island Expressway in New York were 
used for this study. The data were taken beginning at 8: 15 a.m., Tuesday, June 10, 1969, 
totaling 464 frames (1 frame/ 2 sec). A total of 1,113 vehicle trajectories were col
lected, which corresponds to a flow of 4,381 cars/hour. There were no on-ramps in 
the road stretch where the data were collected. However, this will not affect our anal
yses because we can always assume a pseudo on-ramp anywhere on the road with a 
loop detector placed distance L upstream from it. The aerial data covered about 4,000 
ft of road. We assumed that the loops were placed 700 ft from the extreme west of the 
road stretch, and on-ramps were distance L downstream from it. 

A total of 18 analyses were conducted with each experiment having different sampling 
rates, types of loop detectors, and distances L. They are as follows: 

Distance L Sampling 
Case (ft) Rate (cps) 

1 600 10 
2 1,200 10 
3 1,800 10 
4 600 15 
5 1,200 15 
6 1,800 15 
7 600 30 
8 1,200 30 
9 1,800 30 

In each of the preceding cases, we have either a single- or a double-loop detector 
placed for measurement. In each case, we compute from the experimental data that (a) 
gaps that are predicted to be acceptable are actually acceptable, (b) gaps that are pre
dicted to be acceptable are actually unacceptable, and (c) gaps that are predicted to be 
unacceptable are actually acceptable. 

The acceptable gap is defined to be a gap greater than or equal to the median gap of 
all drivers who accept after being stopped before they enter the freeway. It was found 
from the works by Gourlay (7), Glickstein et al. (6), and Pearson and Ferreri (16) that 
the median accepted gap wasfrom 5 to 6 sec. We shall call the median accepted gap 
the critical gap. 

The actual speed of each vehicle when it crossed the loop and the crossing time were 
obtained from the smoothed aerial data. The actual presence time depended on the ve
hicle's speed and length. Though it is difficult to determine the exact length of each 
vehicle from the aerial films, we were able to identify different types of vehicles (as 
many as seven types) and assign a unique length to each type of vehicle. Therefore, 
the errors in prediction reflect not only sampling and speed variance errors but also 
errors from data smoothing and the simplification that vehicles can be only seven pos
sible lengths. We should be aware that the last error source does not affect the pre
diction when the double-loop detector was used. Experimental results are given in 
Table 3. The results are much in agreement with our analysis for vehicles changing speeds 
(Table 1). Once again, we see that there is little difference in the prediction error for 
different sampling rates in the case of the single-loop detector; the dominant factor is 
the distance L. In the case of double-loop detectors, both distance and sampling rate 
affect the prediction error to a large extent. The last column in Table 1 gives the 
error caused by speed variation alone within the distance L. The three numbers are 
obtained by using speed from aerial data to predict downstream gap, which is equivalent 
to using sampling rate = =· 
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>le 1. Prediction errors (in sec) under various conditions. 

Distance 
Between 
Loops and Sampling Rate (cps) 

Speed On-Ramp 
~ctor Aosumption (ft) 10 15 30 "' 
;le-loop Constant 600 4.33 4.19 4.10 4.08 

1,200 8.66 8.38 8.20 8.16 
1,800 12.99 12.57 12.30 12.24 

Changing 600 4 .37 4.23 4.15 4.12 
1, 200 8.74 8.46 8.30 8.24 
1,800 13.11 12. 68 12.45 12 .36 

hie-loop Constant 600 1.73 1.15 0.58 0 
1,200 3.46 2.30 1.16 0 
1,800 5.19 3.45 1.74 0 

Changing 600 1.75 1.17 0.62 0.22 
1,200 3.50 2. 34 1.24 0.44 
1,800 5.25 3.51 1. 86 0.66 

Jle 2. Calculated and measured speed 
ors (in ft/sec). 

Table 3. Gap prediction error (in sec) from experiments. 

ector Error 

:le-loop Calculaled 
Measured 

ble-loop Calculated 
Measured 

Sampling Rale (cps) 

10 15 

32.6 31.5 
32.2 26.1 
13.1 8.7 
12.02 7.78 

30 

30.9 
24.8 

4.34 
3.96 

Detector 

Single-loop 

Double -loop 

Sampling Rate (cps) 
Distance L Aerial 
(It) 10 15 30 Method" 

600 3.93 3.78 3.78 
1,200 7.74 7.48 7 .50 
1,800 11.33 10.82 10.90 

600 1. 14 0.81 0.44 0.22 
1, 200 2.15 1.57 0.87 0.40 
1,800 3.08 2.34 1.39 0.77 

1 Direct prediction from eerlal data is equivalent to using double-loop detector with sampling rate of oo. 

ble4. Correct and incorrect gap counts from experiments. 

1pling Single-Loop Detector Double-Loop Detector 
e 
,) Case X' y • z• X" y• z• 

28(37) 22(22) 10(23) 34(46) 15(17) 4(14) 
24(32) 23(20) 15(25) 32(46) 26(20) 7(11) 
19(26) 19(16) 20(30) 30(42) 23(18) 9(14) 

4 29(39) 22(21) 10(21) 34(50) 12(10) 4(10) 
5 24(33) 19(17) 15(24) 33(47) 17(15) 6(10) 
6 22(28) 18(16) 17(28) 30(44) 24(17) 9(12) 

7 30(40) 18(19) 8(20) 37(58) 7(9) 1(2) 
8 23(33) 18(17 ) 16(24) 37(52) 13(12) 2(5) 

.9 21 (29) 17(18) 18(27) 36(49) 18(17) 3(7) 

(aerial) L = 600 ft 38(58) 5(4) 0(2) 
L = 1,200 ft 37(55) 11(7) 2(2) 
L = 1,800ft 38(53) 17(12) 1(3) 

e: Th.critical gap ~sed was 6 ,ec and !5, MN: for numbers 1,1 f) ltentheses. Using sampling rate 2 ao for 
bl•loop detector is equivalent to ualng ,c,oedt and time h11:tdw11,n of aerial data for prediction. 

ps predicted acceptable are actually acceptable, 
ps predicted acceptable are actually unBCOSpteble. 
ps predicted unacceptable ara actually acceptable, 
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Table 2 also gives the measured speed errors for single- and double-loop detectors 
at different sampling rates. Again, the percentage of improvement is more significant 
for the double-loop detector than for the single-loop detector when sampling rate in
creases. Comparing the results given in Table 2 shows that the double-loop detector 
measured errors are about the same as the calculated errors, whereas, for the single
loop detector, the measured error is comparable to the calculated error only for the 
case when the sampling rate is 10 cps. This discrepancy might indicate that the car 
length and variation in car length that we used were imprecise. In fact, because the 
aerial data did not provide this information, we used estimations. Nevertheless, the 
measured errors were in the same order as the calculated errors, and the double-loop 
detector gave much better measurements than did the single-loop detector. 

It is also interesting to examine the conditional error (Eq. 22) from the experiments. 
The conditional error is given in Table 4, columns Y, for both single- and double-loop 
detectors. The numbers are results from using 6 sec as the critical gap, and the num
bers in parentheses are results from using 5 sec. It is observed that the conditional 
error decreases when sampling rate increases and, in the case of the double-loop de
tector, increases when the distance L increases. However, much of the error in bis 
caused by a lane change in which a car moved into lane 1 from lane 2 and made an ac
ceptable gap unacceptable. In the case of infinite sampling rate, the five gaps in column 
b, when L = 600 ft and the critical gap = 6 sec, are all caused by such lane changes. 
Comparing this number with the corresponding number, case 7, when sampling rate was 
30 cps, there are only two gaps actually caused by prediction error. The errors caused 
by lane changes are uncontrollable, but this error is expected to be proportional to the 
distance L. The other error given in Table 4, columns Y, does not do any harm because 
this means a vehicle has mov~d out of lane 1 and thus usually results in a larger gap 
than predicted. The only los~ in this case is that we may not be able to use this larger 
gap, and part of the gap might' be wasted. 

The numbers given in Table 4, columns X, are the valid prediction; i.e., gaps pre
dicted acceptable are actually acceptable. In practice, we want to maximize the data 
in columns X and minimize those in columns Y and Z. 

The differences between actual and predicted gap lengths are illustrated by the re
sults of case 7 (in which sampling rate = 30 cps, L = 600 ft, and double-loop detector 
is used) shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the numerals indicate the number of gaps, 
"+" indicates a vehicle moving out of the lane and thus creating a gap, and"-" indicates 
a vehicle moving out of the lane and thus destroying a gap. It should be noted that no 
gaps greater than 20 sec (either predicted or calculated) are shown in the figure. Let 
us denote g., gb, and g0 as the gaps that belong to columns X, Y, and Z respectively 
(Table 4) for a given critical gap length. A vertical line and a horizontal line with co
ordinates equal to the critical gap length divide Figure 3 into 4 quadrants. The first 
quadrant gives the gaps g0 , the third gb, and the fourth g.. The second quadrant cor
responds to the category of correct prediction of unacceptable gaps. It is understood 
that the more entries we have in the second and fourth quadrants, the better the pre
diction is . 

From the results of Tables 2 and 4, it seems that case 7 gives an adequate predic
tion. We shall compare these results with fixed metering by using the same critical 
gap as a basis. Because fixed metering controls the on-ramp by releasing vehicles 
at a fixed interval based on occupancy or flow of the freeway, we can achieve a fair 
comparison by examining the variation of gaps per minute and calculating the number 
of vehicles that could be merged safely. Based on a critical gap of 5 sec for releas
ing one vehicle and an additional 3 sec for each additional vehicle (releasing 2 vehicles 
when a gap is 8 sec, 3 vehicles when a gap is 11 sec, etc.), the number of vehicles 
that could be released in 1 min could be as low as 5 vehicles and as high as 15, with a 
standard deviation of 1. 9 vehicles/min and a mean of 7. 8 vehicles / min. 

Whenever an acceptable gap is predicted, there might be differences between the 
predicted number of vehicles and the actual number of vehicles that could safely merge. 
This difference is called mismatch. For instance, if we have a predicted gap of 15 sec, 
which is determined to release four vehicles based on the critical gap of 5 sec, but the 



Figure 3. Predicted gap versus actual gap. 
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actual gap is found to be only 10 sec, which can take only two vehicles safely, the num
ber of mismatches in this case is, therefore, 4 - 2 = 2. 

When case 7 in Table 4 was used, the number of incorrectly predicted gaps was 11, 
which was the sum of the two numbers in parentheses of columns Y and Z in case 7 for 
double-loop detectors. Using Figure 3, we can find the differences between the length 
of acceptable gaps and actual gaps. We counted a total of 26 mismatches, or 1. 7 
vehicles/min. This figure, 1.7 vehicles/min, compared to 1.9 vehicles/min found in 
the fixed-metering strategy seems of little improvement. 

However, an examination of J,:'igure 3 indicated that most of the 26 mismatches were 
caused by the "+," or by those vehicles moving from lane 2 to lane 1 within the distance 
600 ft. A further improvement of the prediction could easily be achieved by prohibiting 
lane changes from lane 2 to lane 1 within that distance L so that mismatches caused by 
the "+" could be eliminated. This would result in a reduction of 15 mismatches and 
leave a total of only 11 mismatches, or 0. 7 mismatched vehicle/min rather than 1.9. 

Moreover, in the fixed-metering strategy, vehicles are released in a fixed interval 
and may not match the oncoming gap properly; even the number of available gaps i,s 
the same as expected in 1 min. On the other hand, when the prediction strategy using 
double-loop detectors was used, vehicles would be able to merge more properly into 
the available gap once the prediction is correct and therefore reduce the on-ramp dis
turbance. This feature is particularly important when an on-ramp has a short accel
eration lane and p~or sight distance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have analyzed the problem of predicting gaps by using single- and double-loop 
detectors placed at a fixed distance upstream of an on- ramp. It was found that the 
error in prediction increased linearly with the distance between the loop detector and 
the on-ramp. Other factors that caused the prediction error include the sampling rate, 
vehicle speed and variation, loop length, variation of vehicle length in the case of the 
single-loop detector, and distance between loops in the case of the double-loop detector 
The errors increase with increasing variation of vehicle length and variation in speeds 
but decrease with increasing loop length, distance between loops, vehicle speed, and 
sampling rate. Sampling rate has little effect on the prediction error in the case of 
the single-loop detector. However, it is of extreme importance in the double-loop case 

Double-loop detectors gave much better prediction than single-loop detectors; the 
latter was erroneous and not adequate for gap prediction. Aerial data were used for 
gap prediction for a variety of distances and sampling rates. Predicted gaps were 
then compared with actual gaps downstream and were found to be in agreement with 
the analytical results. 

Experimental results indicated that a sampling rate of 30 cps and a double-loop 
placed 600 ft from an on-ramp gave excellent prediction, which corresponded to 1. 7 
mismatches/min (released either too many or too few vehicles), and a majority of the 
mismatches were caused by lane changes. If the lane change were prohibited within 
the 600 ft, it would result in 0. 7 mismatch/min. A comparison with the fixed-metering 
strategy also indicated that the prediction stragegy using double-loop detectors was 
superior and would cause less disturbance at the on-ramp. 
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DISCUSSION 
Oscar L. Sebastian, Delaware Department of Highways and Transportation 

The increasing problem of on-ramp vehicles merging with freeway traffic has re
cently been studied, and solutions have been attempted using simulated computer models, 
electronic devices, and other sophisticated means. Remedial measures have invari
ably been proposed with emphasis on improving the merging maneuver, the ultimate 
measure being the provision of an electronic aid to guide merging traffic through ac
ceptable gaps in the lane 1 traffic stream (Fig. 4). How effective this device is depends 
greatly on two factors that cannot be controlled by engineering tools: driver behavior 
and vehicle characteristics. 

The basic merging maneuver establishes an angular conflict between vehicles, and, 
because driver behavior and vehicle characteristics are not uniform, this operation 
often results in the emergence, at this point of the freeway, of two clashing components: 
the offending driver and the offended driver. Depending on the severity of the conflict, 
one of the following ensues: slight delay, congestion, or collision. 

In view of the foregoing observation, would the solution not lie in removal of this 
conflict? If conditions at an interchange reached such a stage as to create either con
gestion or safety hazards, the answer might lie in providing unhampered access from 
the on-ramp to lane 1, or the outer lane. This then would divert all research to the 
study of lane drops because the free entrance of on-ramp traffic would rely on the birth 
of a new outer lane upstream, and its disappearance farther downstream, of the gore 
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Figure 4 . . Proposed on-ramp direct access. 
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area. In effect, instead of providing an acceleration lane and a merging taper, con
structing an outer lane would ensure that the same number of lanes are available to the 
through traffic, while allowing free access for on-ramp vehicles onto the outermost 
lane. 

The following observations might support this theory: 

1. The outer lane (lane 1) invariably carries slower moving traffic, trucks, and 
buses; consequently, gaps between vehicles are shorter. 

2. The overtaking maneuver may be easier to execute; therefore, dropping the inner
most lane may be more efficient operation because the acceleration lane with its taper 
is tantamount to dropping the outer lane. 

3. The natural driving tendency is to "keep right, pass on left." 
4. The outer lanes are always more traveled than the inner. 
5. Where all through lanes are heavily traveled, and if the on-ramp also carries a 

large volume of traffic, an additional freeway lane would be indicated. 

AUTHORS' CLOSURE 
The discussion by Sebastian addresses the design of freeway on-ramp location rather 

than surveillance and control of freeway on- ramps. He removes the basic conflict be
tween the on-ramp and through traffic by creating a new outer lane with the start of an 
on-ramp and by dropping the innermost lane that is carrying the through traffic. This 
solution gives a free entrance of on-ramp traffic at the expense of creating increased 
hazards requiring the through traffic to merge right every time it encounters an on
ramp. This proposed solution is useful in only the unusual cases where the safety 
hazards (due to on-ramp merging involving an acceleration lane) outweigh the one 
created by the through-traffic lane drop that requires the through traffic to merge 
right. Furthermore, observations 3 and 4 of Sebastian are applicable only to rural 
Interstate freeways, and the comment in observation 1, that vehicle gaps in the outer 
lane are shorter, is debatable because it has_been found (14) that the outer lane always 
has the longest mean time and space headways. Determination of the extent and char
acteristics of the lane drop problems has recently been completed by System Develop
ment Corporation. 

On-ramp merging control under the gap acceptance mode is especially recommended 
for old urban freeways that are characterized by significant traffic disturbances re
sulting from very short or no acceleration lane and poor sight distance and where con
struction of better on-ramp design is either impossible or very costly. Apart from 
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the points of views of congestion and safety hazards, the proposed design would require 
additional space from median of the freeway near the on-ramp location. This is gen
erally impossible to obtain on the current freeways . On any new construction program, 
it would be better to have good on-ramp acceleration lanes that use the outlying area 
of the freeway than to have the proposed design that requires the median area near 
the on- ramp and results in a wider median area at least the size of a lane width away 
from the on-ramps. If an acceleration lane is not sufficient and the freeway disturbances 
at the on-ramp need to be further reduced, consideration should be given to the creation 
of an auxiliary weaving lane that serves adjacent on- and off-ramps in addition to free
way ramp control. 



FATAL ACCIDENTS AND TRAVEL DENSITY 
Benjamin V. Chatfield, Office of Traffic Operations, Federal Highway Administration 

A study of state highway department reports summarizing fatal accident 
experience by highway system and individual fatal accidents on the Inter
state System in conjunction with Interstate travel data suggests that (a) 
sections of a highway system with higher travel densities typically have 
lower fatal accident rates and (b), for equivalent travel density differences 
between sections of a highway system, differences in fatal accident rates 
tend to be greater at lower densities. 

•AS PART of their continuing effort to make highways safer, highway engineers are 
concerned with relationships between motor vehicle accident rates and various design 
and operating characteristics. Knowledge of such relationships is needed to determine 
whether design or operation modifications can be expected to reduce accident rates 
and, if so, which modifications are apt to be most effective. The relationships de
scribed in this paper are based on a study of the most serious motor vehicle accidents, 
those involving human deaths. 

Reports of more than 5,000 individual fatal accidents on the Interstate System and 
state highway department summary reports that list over 200,000 fatal accidents on all 
types of roads and streets suggest that (a) sections of a highway system with higher 
traffic densities typically have lower fatal accident rates and (b), for equivalent travel 
density differences between sections of a highway system, differences in fatal accident 
rates tend to be greater at lower densities. These properties are illustrated by the 
downward sloping concave upward curve shown in Figure 1. 

Precise relationships between fatal accident rates and highway design or operating 
characteristics are difficult to determine. This is compounded by the fact that other 
relationships are often overshadowed by that between fatal accident rates and travel 

as an aid in the search for information applicable in the development of methods to 
reduce fatal accident rates. 

TERMINOLOGY 

The basic elements used in deriving the relationships reported in this paper are, for 
each highway system discussed, length of highway system in miles (L), annual volume 
of travel in millions of vehicle-miles per year (V), and number of fatal accidents per 
year (N). From these basic elements, "rate" and "travel density" are derived as fol
lows: rate= 100 (N/V); travel density= (1,000,000)(V/L)/(365 days per year). 

Thus, "rate" is in terms of fatal accidents per 100 million vehicle-miles, and "travel 
density" is in terms of daily vehicle-miles per mile of highway. 

The introduction of the two derived elements, rate and travel density, permits two
dimensional representation of relationships among the three basic elements. The term 
density is more commonly used by highway engineers to refer to traffic density, mea
sured in vehicles per mile of highway. Density refers only to travel density, in 
vehicle-miles per mile, in this paper. 

DATA 

The data on which this paper is based were submitted to the Federal Highway Ad
ministration by state highway departments in three forms. First, each highway depart-

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Freeway Operations. 
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ment submits annually, on a TA-1 form, a summary of accident and travel data classi
fied by highway system. Portions of this information are disseminated by FHWA in the 
annual publications (1, 2). The TA-1 information for the 4-year period from 1967 
through 1970 was used as the basis for the curves showing state rates and densities. 

Second, each state highway department furnishes copies of police reports of fatal 
accidents on the Interstate System to the Federal Highway Administration. Reports of 
over 5,000 fatal accidents (about 70 percent of the Interstate fatal accidents that oc
curred in 1969 and 1970) were used in this study. 

Third, each state highway department prepares, on a schedule prescribed by Con
gress, detailed estimates of the cost of completing the Interstate System. These esti
mates include data on traffic volumes, number of lanes, urban-rural classification, and 
so on for short sections of all Interstate highways. Information in the 1970 Interstate 
estimate was used in conjunction with the police reports mentioned earlier as the basis 
for urban and rural Interstate rate-density curves for specific numbers of lanes. 

There are, of course, defects in the data. The quality of the accident reporting sys
tems in the jurisdictions where reports are generated is not uniform. Estimates of 
travel volumes are also subject to some variation in reliability. The effect of random 
variations, e.g., in the number of fatal accidents on the rural portion of a single system 
in a single state, has been substantially reduced by the use of large quantities of data. 

The data appear to be quite adequate to support the general conclusions reported in 
this paper, but caution should be used in the application of precise readings of the 
plotted curves. 

NOTES ON CURVE FITTING 

It is readily evident that, when rate-density coordinates are computed and points are 
plotted for all states, the points for a few states will have an inordinate influence on 
fitted curves if each point is given the same weight. For example, although Hawaii's 
rural Interstate fatal accident rate for 1967-70 is more than four times the national 
rate, Hawaii's exposure to the opportunity for a fatal accident on this system, in 
vehicle-miles, is less than 1 percent of the exposure on California's rural Interstate 
highways. Clearly, Californian experience should have more influence than Hawaiian 
experience in fitting curves to rate-density points. 

One way to overcome the disparity was described in a 1970 article on rate-density 
relationships (3). This method consisted essentially of grouping states (and parts of 
states) so that each group had the same exposure in vehicle-miles. A disadvantage of 
this method is that the effect of small states at the density extremes may be under
valued. In addition, when the number of points is small, the criteria used for grouping 
the states have a substantial effect on the coordinates of the points and, consequently, 
on curves fitted to the points. 

A least squares technique that incorporates weighting to account for differences in 
exposure has been used to fit the curves in this paper to rate-density points. This 
technique involves the minimization of the sum of the products of vehicle-miles of travel 
and the squared graphical distance from the plotted rate-density point to the curve being 
fitted. 

For convenience in curve fitting calculations, it is helpful to use curves defined by 
mathematical formulas. Selection of a particular type of mathematical formula is 
necessarily a matter of judgment. Although some other curve forms might serve 
equally well, hyperbolic curves were selected to represent the rate-density relation
ship. These hyperbolas were oriented in every case with one asymptote parallel to the 
density axis and, measuring counterclockwise to the other asymptote, with an angle 
greater than 90 deg and less than 180 deg between the two. A density adjustment fac
tor was used to control the relative length of the travel density and accident rate ordi
nates during the curve fitting process; this adjustment reduces density units to the 
same order of magnitude as rate units for convenience in calculation. 

The general formula for the hyperbolic curves used in this paper is 

([(x/ g) - h]cos e - (y - k)sin e }2/a2 
- {[(x/ g) - h}sin e + (y - k)cos e J2 / b2 = 1 
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Figure 1. Typical accident rate-density relation. 

TRAVEL OENSITY 

Table 1. Parameters for hyperbolic curves. 

9 
Figure g a b" h k (deg) 

3a 500 2.8 15.880 6.970 1.400 -80 
3b 2,000 1.0 14.301 12.000 1 .205 -86 
4a 1,000 1.0 11.430 9.986 1 .827 -85 
4b 2,000 2.8 80.182 19.980 -0 .814 -88 
4c 2,000 2.4 45.795 8.000 0.000 -87 
4d 2,000 0.5 9.541 19.800 1.310 -87 
4e 5,000 1.7 5.929 8.000 1.000 -74 
5a 200 2.7 154.683 30.000 3.300 -89 
5b 500 1.9 27 .171 34.000 1.710 -86 
6a 500 5.7 54.232 u.oou u.uuu -H4 

6b 500 1.0 19 .081 27 .000 2.290 -87 
7a 100 6 .6 62.795 12.010 0;035 -84 
7b 100 0.5 9.541 30.000 3.410 -87 
7c 100 5.2 59.436 15.000 0.000 -85 
7d 20 2.7 19.212 80.003 3.509 -82 
Ba 20 2.0 57.273 80.000 1.890 -88 
8b 200 1.3 74.477 40.000 1.436 -89 
9a 5 5.6 160.363 27 .940 1.000 -88 
9b(l) 50 0.1 0.225 9.990 3.360 -66 

(2) 50 1.6 9.074 9.600 2.640 -80 

'b = a(-tan 8) . 



where 

x density, in daily vehicle-miles/mile, 
y = rate, in fatal accidents per hundred million vehicle-miles, 
g = d density adjustment factor, and 
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other terms are those commonly used in analytic geometry for rotated translated conics. 
Parameters for the curves illustrated in this paper are given in Table 1. 

THE INTERSTATE SYSTEM 

Fatal accident data for of the Interstate System are more complete and probably more 
reliable than data for other segments of U.S. roads and streets. Rate-density points for 
rural and urban Interstate highways in each state are shown in Figure 2. The rates vary 
in a random fashion, the magnitude of the variation being dependent on vehicle-miles of 
travel in that state. In addition to this random variation, each state's rate differs from 
rates in other states because of differences in highway design and operation and in pro
cedures for collection and classification of data. 

In Figure 2, states with rates that are least likely to differ from the national rate 
solely because of random variations are represented by crosses. Other states are 
represented by circles. The points were sorted by using a statistical quality control 
technique conditioned on the assumption that, if all variations were random, the prob
ability should be 0.99 that any individual point would fall within computed limits (4, 5). 
It is evident that, in both rural and urban areas, the crosses tend to fall above the -
horizontal lines at low densities and below at high densities. Consideration of both the 
location and weighting of the data points leads to the conclusion that lines sloping down
ward to the right would fit the data better . 

Because the horizontal lines are graphical representations of the notion that fatal 
accident rates are independent of travel density, the shift to a downward sloping line 
is tantamount to rejection of this notion in favor of the hypothesis that sections of a 
highway system with higher travel densities typically have lower fatal accident rates. 

A second hypothesis, which is suggested by the tendency of rates to level off at high 
densities for both the rural and urban Interstate data (Fig. 2), is that, for equivalent 
travel density differences between sections of a highway system, differences in fatal 
accident rates tend to be greater at lower densities. 

The two hypotheses are shown graphically in Figure 3 by hyperbolas by using crosses 
and circles as before. It is apparent from the number of crosses that variation in 
density does not fully explain variation in rates, yet it appears to be more reasonable 
to place a higher degree of belief in the hypotheses than in the notion that rate is in
dependent of density. 

It we treat the rate-density relations shown in Figure 3 as the "normal" relations 
between state fatal accident rates and state travel densities, the crosses in Figure 3 
may be interpreted as representing states that have "abnormally" high or low rates 
in consideration of the densities and volume of travel in those states. States with such 
abnormal rates (as reported by the state highway departments) are listed below. 

High 

Rhode Island 
Virginia 
Missouri 
Michigan 
Kansas 
Colorado 
New Mexico 
Washington 

Urban 

Low 

New York 
South Carolina 
Florida 
Louisiana 
Minnesota 
Indiana 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 

High 

Georgia 
Colorado 
Texas 
New Mexico 
Arizona 
California 

Rural 

Low 

Pennsylvania 
Mississippi 
Ohio 
Illinois 
Iowa 
Wisconsin 
Minnesota 
North Dakota 
South Dakota 
Nebraska 
Oklahoma 
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Figure 2. Rate-density on Interstate highways in (a) rural and (b) urban areas. 
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Relations between fatal accident rates and characteristics other than travel density 
are most likely to be evident in those states where abnormal rates occur. In seeking 
evidence of such relations, we must realize that some of what appears to be abnormality 
is known to be a reflection of data coll:ection or classification problems rather than real 
differences in accident experience. 

Figures 2 and 3 are based on data reported by the state highway departments on 
Form T A-1. To check the hypotheses, data were also taken from reports of individual 
accidents, combined with information from Interstate cost estimates, and adjusted so 
that the numbers of highway miles, vehicle-miles, and fatal accidents on completed 
sections of the Interstate System in each state correspond to the figures reported. For 
selected types of Interstate highway, estimate sections were arranged in order by density 
and divided into 40 groups. Rate-density relationships were then derived from the rates 
and densities of the 40 groups. 

Rate-density points and curves are shown in Figure 4 for four- and six-lane rural 
Interstate highways and for four-, six-, and eight-lane urban Interstate highways. Con
trary to the situation in the figures based on state summary data, all points in each of 
these graphs have the same weight (i.e., represent the same amount of travel in vehicle
miles). Visual inspection of the fit of the curves to the points in Figure 4 is therefore 
more meaningful than in the preceding figures. 

The quality control limits (Fig. 4) indicate that deviations from the relationships 
represented by the curves tend to be within the normal range for random deviations. 
However, because only about 1 percent of the observed points would be expected out
side of the plotted limits if deviations from the curve were completely random, it is 
clear that characteristics in addition to density influence fatal accident rates. 

The data on which Figure 4 is based strongly suggest the validity of the hypotheses 
that rates, and the rate of decrease in rates, decrease as density increases. 

APPLICATION OF THE HYPOTHESES 

The resources available to public agencies for safety improvements are limited. 
Officials therefore must necessarily choose among competing projects. In a choice 
between two projects on four-lane rural Interstate highways where the rates and den
sities before improvement were 3.0 and 2,000 and 3.0 and 20,000, the curve in Figure 
4a indicates that, other things being equal, an improvement on the higher density sec
tion of highway is more likely to be effective. The rate before improvement (3.0) is 
substantially below the rate-density curve at the lower density (2,000) and substantially 
above what is typically experienced at the higher density (20,000). 

The difference between state and national fatal accident rates is frequently the sole 
criterion in evaluation of a state's accident experience. When a state rate is signifi
cantly above the national rate, there is a tendency to view the situation with alarm; state 
rates below the national rate may be a source of exultation. A more balanced evaluation 
of a state's experience would take into account the observation that states with low 
travel densities normally have high fatal accident rates and vice versa. 

Preliminary analysis indicates that rate-density curves remain relatively stable 
over a period of time. Therefore, for sections of Interstate highway where the travel 
density is increasing rapidly, foe first hypothesis suggests that fatal accident rates will 
tend to decrease even though no improvements are made. From the second hypothesis 
it might be inferred that such a decrease would probably be greater on low-density sec
tions of the Interstate System than on high-density sections (Fig. 4). 

OTHER HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 

The Interstate System is considerably more homogeneous than other major U.S. 
highway systems. Finished segments of the Interstate System were built within a rela
tively short period of time with close adherence to national standards; other systems 
differ markedly from state to state and within individual states. Despite this low level 
of homogeneity, most of the systems for which T A-1 data are available exhibit rate
density relationships similar to those on Interstate highways. Several states have had 
difficulty in assigning accident and travel data to the non-Interstate TA-1 categories. 



Figure 4. Rate-density relation on (al four-lane rural, (bl six-lane rural, (cl four-lane urban, (di six-lane urban, and 
{el eight-lane urban Interstate highways. 
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This is partly due to lack of compatibility among classification systems and partly due 
to data collection problems. Many of the deviations from what appear to be normal 
rate-density relationships result from this difficulty rather than the influence of high
way design or operating characteristics. 

Conventions comparable to those shown in Figure 3 were used to plot data for other 
systems shown in Figures 5 through 9. To aid in consideration of these data, the aver
age annual number of highway miles, vehicle-miles, and fatal accidents for each sys
tem are given in Table 2. 

Traveled-way Interstate highways (Figure 5) should perhaps not be treated as a sys
tem at all. The total length of traveled-way Interstate highways is the computed dif
ference between the length of finished Interstate highways and the authorized length of 
the Interstate System. As the Interstate System nears completion, therefore, the length 
of traveled-way Interstate highways approaches zero. The length decreased from about 
18,000 miles in 1967 to less than 13,000 miles in 1970. 

In the rural Interstate traveled-way data, the point most at variance with the two hy
potheses of this paper is the point at a rate of 10 .26 and density of 16,547. This point 
represents a state that reported no rural traveled-way mileage for 1971. Thus, although 
this point will remain unchanged when later data are added to the data plotted, its in
fluence will decline and the fitted curve will tend to rotate in a clockwise direction. 

For traveled-way Interstate highways in urban areas, the tendency toward lower 
rates at higher densities seems to show clearly from the points plotted in Figure 5b, 
but, because of the varying exposure that the points represent (from 48 to 17,626 mil
lion vehicle-miles), interpretations based only on the location of the points are unreli
able and should be avoided. 

The Interstate System is part of the federal-aid primary system, which consists 
largely of intercity routes. Data for the non-Interstate portion of the primary system 
are shown in Figure 6. Although differences in density obviously do not fully explain 
rate differences for this system, the data for both rural and urban areas support the 
first hypothesis: Rates decrease as density increases. A decreasing rate of decrease 
is apparent for the urban data but not particularly for rural data. 

Federal-aid secondary highways on state systems are shown in Figure 7. The point 
at the upper right in Figure 7a represents a state that had lower exposure than any 
other state on this class of highways-about 0.045 percent of the total exposure. Thus, 
whereas this point does tend to hold up the right end of the curve, its influence is 
relatively low. Similarly, in Figure 7b, the highest point tends to flatten the right end 
of the curve but does not have a greater influence because it represents only about 0.2 
percent of the total exposure. 

For federal-aid secondary highways administered by local jurisdictions, as for those 
administered by the state, the rate-density curves show the characteristic decrease in 
rate as density increases. In Figure · 7c the high points with rate-density coordinates 
of (18.75, 859) and (11.76, 1,390), whichtogether represent about 0.5 percent of the ex
posure on this system, tend to straighten the fitted curve. The one extremely high rate 
in Figure 7d has the opposite effect. 

Rate-density points and curves for state highways not on federal-aid systems are 
shown in Figure 8. Although the right end of the curve in Figure 8a is obviously held 
up by the single point on the extreme right, both rural and urban curves are compatible 
with the two hypotheses concerning the slope of the curves. 

Data for rural roads under local jurisdictions are shown in Figure 9a. The charac
teristic shape of the rate-density curve is evident. 

Figure 9b contains data for urban roads or streets under local jurisdiction. The 
data for this system represent about 44 percent of the total urban exposure in vehicle
miles for all systems. Because of the restrictions used in the curve fitting process, 
the fitted curve is an L-shaped hyperbola; a U-shaped curve would fit the data better. 

If the data for two states, New York and California, are treated separately, a curve 
fitted to the points for the remaining states exhibits the hypothesized characteristics, 
as shown by the dashed curve in Figure 9b. Whether the data for these two states 
should be set aside is debatable. The vehicle-mile exposure in these states is a sub
stantial share of the national exposure: about 22 percent of the vehicle-miles on urban 



Figure 5. Rate-density relation for traveled-way Interstate highways in (a) rural and (bl urban 
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Table 2. Average annual national experience from 1967 to 1970. 

Highway Vehicle-Miles Fatal 
System Location Miles (millions) Accidents 

Interstate system (final) Rural 21,620 67,366 1,92 9 
Urban 5,112 68,657 1,261 

Interstate system (traveled way) Rural 12,892 28,713 1,691 
Urban 2,682 23,921 676 

Other federal-aid primary Rural 188,810 187,094 10,984 
Urban 23,760 126,671 4,026 

Federal-aid secondary-state Rural 283,052 86,966 5,926 
Urban 11,254 28,370 978 

Federal-aid secondary-local Rural 324,770 45,506 2,760 
Urban 14,345 24,532 918 

Other state highways Rural 120,030 17,655 963 
Urban 13,295 24,006 658 

Local roads and streets Rural 2,215 ,920 80,767 4,919 
Urban 455,716 232,900 7,867 

Figure 7. Rate-density relation for state federal-aid secondary highways in (al rural and (bl urban areas and 
for local federal-aid secondary highways in (cl rural and (di urban areas. 
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figure 8. Rate-density relation for other state highways in (a) rural and (b) urban areas. ,. ,n 
(a) (b) 
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roads and streets under local jurisdiction and almost 10 percent of the vehicle-miles 
driven on all urban roads and streets in the United States during the 1967 to 1,970 period. 
As a result of a reclassification of certain urban local roads or streets, the addition of 
1971 data will shift the California point to the left and slightly downward. The location 
of the New York point is at best an educated guess; because New York's method of ac
cident classification by highway system is not wholly compatible with the categorization 
specified on the T A-1 form, particularly for systems not under state jurisdiction, the 
Federal Highway Administration has distributed New York accidents among systems on 
the basis of limited information. 

On balance, it is considered that the data plotted in Figure 9b do not comprise strong 
evidence either in support of or in opposition to the two hypotheses presented in this 
paper. 

Taken together, the curves in Figures 5 through 9 offer impressive support of the 
hypothesis that fatality rates decrease as density increases. To a lesser degree they 
also support the proposition that the rate of decrease in fatality rate decreases as density 
increases. Recalling that circles represent points within the range where 99 percent 
of the points should fall if all deviations of observed rates from rates on the curves 
were random deviations and that crosses represent points outside of this range, it is 
evident from the ratio of crosses to circles in Figures 5 through 9 that much of the 
variation in rates is beyond the range of expected random fluctuation. 

SUMMARY 

The data on which this report is based are known to be imprecise and, in a few cases, 
badly flawed. In addition, characteristics other than density vary widely from state to 
state within the system classifications that have been used, so that exposure on each 
system is far from homogeneous. Despite these problems, it is clearly evident for most 
of the systems considered in this paper that high fatal accident rates tend to occur where 
travel density is low and that, as densities increase, fatal accident rates tend to de
crease more gradually. 

There is always a question of the desirability of releasing detailed tables or graphs 
based on imprecise data because of the danger that some users will rely too heavily on 
such information. The purpose of this paper is to describe what appear to be the gen
eral characteristics of the rate-density relationship. It is emphatically not intended 
that values taken from the plotted curves be treated as highly precise information. The 
curves should be used with caution. 

The information described in this paper strongly suggests the validity of the following 
two hypotheses: 

1. Sections of a highway system with higher travel densities typically have lower 
fatal accident rates, and 

2. For equivalent travel density differences between sections of a highway system, 
differences in fatal accident rates tend to be greater at lower densities. 
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RAMP CONTROL TO RELIEVE FREEWAY CONGESTION 
CAUSED BY TRAFFIC DISTURBANCES 
Harold J. Payne*, University of Southern California; and 
William S. Meisel and Michael D. Teener, Technology Service Corporation 

Systems have been installed in several cities in the United States, includ
ing Los Angeles, which allow the control of ramp signal lights from a cen
tral location. Time-of-day ramp volume schedules have been used with 
some success. This paper examines a class of traffic-responsive ramp 
control algorithms for adjusting ramp volumes in response to traffic dis
turbances, e.g., congestion resulting from lane blockages. A large num
ber of traffic-responsive ramp control plans are considered. Each plan is 
evaluated in terms of freeway service (vehicle-miles) and delay (vehicle
hours) over a fixed control period by simulating the response of traffic to 
a lane blockage on a macroscopic model of freeway traffic. The result of 
the analysis is a set of ramp control plans, each of which yields minimum 
delay for a specified level of freeway service. The performance measures 
associated with these plans are plotted against one another, yielding a 
trade-off curve for final selection of a ramp metering plan. 

•TWO TYPES of congestion on freeways can be identified: recurrent and nonrecurrent 
(1). Recurrent congestion is that caused by daily situations of demand for freeway ser
vice in excess of freeway capacity. Nonrecurrent congestion is that caused by unusual 
circumstances such as accidents or other incidents affecting traffic conditions. 

Congestion of both types can be ameliorated by metering the traffic allowed to enter 
the freeway through on-ramps. Specifically, with standard red-green signals and at
tendant sensors designed to allow the passage of one vehicle per cycle, the cycle length 
can be adjusted to achieve any desired ramp volnme between a minimum determined by 
driver impatience and a maximum determined by the signal system and ramp geometry. 

Recurrent congestion can be eliminated by scheduling ramp volumes during peak traf
fic periods to limit the traffic having access to the freeways to levels at or below free
way capacity. An example of ramp scheduling for the inbound Hollywood Freeway in 
Los Angeles is discussed in a later section. 

The purpose of this research is to address the problem of relieving nonrecurrent 
congestion. The approach studied here is the use of feedback (traffic-responsive) con
trol laws that adjust ramp metering volumes relative to the nominal levels (determined 
by scheduling ramps as suggested above) in response to traffic conditions measured in 
real time. There are two significant difficulties in identifying effective feedback con
trol laws: There is no single criterion by which one can measure the effectiveness of 
a control scheme, and the complexity of the freeway model employed prevents feasible 
application of optimization schemes. These difficulties are handled here through the 
use of two novel technical devices. First, the effectiveness of control is measured by 
a set of separate criteria reflecting most quantitative aspects of interest. The opti
mization process produces a set of "noninferior" choices for the parameters of the con
trol rule; "inferior" solutions are those that are worse in all criteria than some other 
feasible control algorithm and are hence not worth consideration. Second, for purposes 
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of this optimization process, the relatively complex freeway model is replaced by a 
simpler input-output representation derived from input-output samples of the model, 
the inputs being the parameters of the control rule and the outputs being the multiple 
criteria for effectiveness of the control. This procedure has been termed repromodel
ing (2). 

In- a later section, the freeway simulation model is detailed for a segment of the 
southbound Hollywood Freeway. A comparison of simulated freeway traffic to actual 
data is provided. Measures of freeway performance to be used later in selecting feed
back control rules are described; ramp scheduling to eliminate recurrent congestion is 
specified, and resultant freeway traffic conditions are described. Finally, the means 
by which traffic incidents are modeled is described, and the effect of incidents on sev
eral measures of freeway performance are discussed. 

Also, the form of the feedback control rule for ramp metering adjustments is spec
ified. 

In other sections, the technique and results of repromodeling to obtain a simplified 
input-output relationship are described, and a technique of multicriteria parameter se
lection is employed to identify noninferior choices of ramp feedback control rules. Typ
ical time histories of traffic conditions obtained by exercising the full freeway simula
tion under the selected feedback control rules are displayed. 

Finally, a discussion of results of this study and discussion of suggested future work 
on the problem of relieving nonrecurrent congestion are presented. 

SIMULATION OF FREEWAY TRAFFIC 

In this section, we shall discuss the simulation of freeway traffic and in particular 
the simulation of morning peak-period traffic on a segment of the southbound Hollywood 
Freeway in Los Angeles. 

Simulation Model 

A complete development and discussion of the aggregate variable model employed 
here are discussed elsewhere (3). The intent here is to present the particular form of 
the model applied to the Hollywood Freeway. 

The freeway segment is divided into 16 sections, defined by section boundaries at 
XJ, j = 1, 2, ... , 10, A, ... , F (Fig. 1). The peak period is divided into uniform time 
intervals of length dt = 5 sec. Within the jth section defined by the interval (xJ,xJ+i), 
we define (Fig. 2) 

lJ = number of lanes; 
dxJ = section length in miles; 

PJ = section density, the number of vehicles in this section at time to+ ndt divided 
by the number of lanes and the section length in veh/lane/mi; and 

v'j = section speed, the average speed of the vehicles in this section, in mph. 

At the section boundary xJ, we define 

q'j = volume, rate at which vehicles pass xJ in the time interval [to + (n - 1) dt, 
to+ ndt], divided by the number of lanes, in veh/hour /lane; 

and, where appropriate, 

f?N,n = on-ramp volume, rate at which vehicles enter the on-ramp at xJ in the inter
val [to + (n - 1) dt, to+ ndt], in vph; and 

f?FF,n = off-ramp volume, rate at which vehicles leave the off-ramp at xJ in the in
terval [to+ (n - 1) D.t, to+ nD.t], in vph. 

Equation 1 expresses the conservation of vehicles: 

(1) 

for n = O, 1, 2, ... , and j = 1, ... , 10, A, ... , F. Note that we have adopted the 
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convention that a change in the number of lanes is assumed to take place slightly down
stream of a section boundary . Consequently, the total freeway volume at xJ is lJ -i qJ. 

Under uniform conditions within a section, the volume, dens ity, and speed are re
lated precisely by 

for j = 1, 2, ... , 10, A, ... , F, and n = 0, 1, 2, 
second set of model equations. 

This will be adopted as our 

(2) 

The final equation of the model, which shows the dynamic speed-density relationship, 
is derived from a spatially continuous model by spatial averaging (~: 

u0 + 1 =u"- At {" u, -u1-1 +...! [ 0 - u (.o• ) + ~ P, • 1 -P~ ~ J J J AxJ + AX,1-1 T J e J pj Ax, + 1 + Ax , 
2 2 

\..-...,--1 ~ 
convection relaxation anticipation 

to 
equilibrium 

forj =1, .. . , 10, A, .. . , F, andn=0, 1, 2, .... 

(3) 

Equations 1, 2, and 3 express three physical processes. The first of these is con
vection, i.e., the fact that vehicles traveling at speed uJ-i in the upstream section will 
tend to continue to travel at that speed. The second represents the tendency of drivers 
to adjust their speeds to an equilibrium speed-density relationship. The third is a 
model of anticipation of changing travel conditions ahead; i.e., drivers tend to slow 
down if the density is seen to be increasing. 

Additionally, boundary conditions and the initial values of the speeds and densities 
in each section must be defined. The initial densities at slightly before 0630 were ob
tained from the density chart (Fig. 3), and the initial speeds were obtained from the 
equilibrium speed-density curve (4) from the given densities. The flow rate, obtained 
from vehicle counts, at the extreme upstream boundary, q~, is also specified. One 
"dummy" section at each end of the freeway segment ("0" and "G") has been added with 
ui = u~ and p~ = p;. 

In the simulations, we have taken T = 15 sec, u = 5 (mi) 2/hr, and 

U
0
(p) = 107 - 2.31p + 0.0125p2 

- 7.4 X 10- 5p3 

This speed-density relationshi p is a rescaled version of a leas t squares fit to data taken 
from the Harbor and Holly,;vood Freeways ( 4). The parameters T and v were chosen to 
obtain close agreement with data(i as discussed in the next section. 

To initiate the calculations, uJ and p~ for j = 1, ... , N, must be specified. The sep-
arate specifications of q1, u~, and P~+i for n = 0, 1, .. . serve as boundary conditions. 
On- and off-ramp volumes are provided as inputs. We will see later that an on-ramp 
regulation scheme can be simulated with this same algorithm by specifying the on-ramp 
rates as functions of neighboring section variables. Off-ramp volumes are taken as 
fixed fractions of upstream freeway volumes, i.e., 

for j = 1, 2, ... , N. 
Additional details concerning the simulation are available in other reports (~, _§_). 

Simulation of Congested Traffic 

To illustrate the characteristics of the traffic and depict operations, a traffic density 
chart (7) based on aerial data. from the Hollywood Freeway is shown in Figure 3. This 
chart shows the buildup of congestion during the morning peak period. 



Figure 1. Hollywood Freeway sections. 

Figure 2. Aggregate variables. 
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The numbers indicate average density in terms of veh/mi/lane on the section of 
freeway indicated at the time shown on the vertical scale. The densities are the aver
age of all southbound lanes except where noted, Contour lines have been drawn at the 
50, 75, and 100 density levels. Densities between 40 and 50 are high, and, although 
flow is generally smooth, there is little if any available capacity. Densities greater 
than 50 generally reflect congested operation with some stop-and-go driving. 

The earliest bottleneck appears between 6:45 and 7: 15, in section A (just west of 
Alvarado Street). After 7: 15, the bottleneck moves to section D (between the Glendale 
Boulevard on-ramp and the four-level interchange). 

The chart illustrates the striking shock wave phenomenon characteristic of traffic 
flow. The wave is shown to start propagating backward from the bottleneck at about 
0645. The shock wave speed, which is an important characteristic of the freeway, can 
be easily calculated as indicated. The result is a speed of 4 mph. 

The simulation model detailed above was exercised with average levels of on- and 
off-ramp and extreme upstream volumes (6) and initial conditions corresponding to Fig
ure 3. The resulting density chart is shown in Figure 4. A comparison of this with the 
actual freeway density chart (Fig. 3) gives an indication of the validity of the model. 

Note the approximate agreement in the buildup of congestion and the shock wave 
speed. Also note the agreement in the regions of congestion (densities > 50 veh/lane/ 
mi) at various times and the time period of congestion in various sections. 

Measures of Traffic Performance 

A number of quantitative measures of traffic performance are currently used to de
scribe freeway traffic (8). Two measures that are widely employed will be defined 
here and used in the remainder of this report. 

The service rate (also called throughput or total travel rate) for a freeway partitioned 
into sections indexed j = 1, ... , N is given by 

N 

Service rate = L ljsjqj+l 

j=l 

where 

sj = length, 
ll = number of lanes, and 

qj+i = flow rate out of the j th freeway section. 

The total service performed by the freeway over the time interval (t1, t2) is then 
simply 

t2 N N J ~ ljsjqj+i(t)dt = ~ ljsjaj+1(ti, t2) 

t1 J =1 J =1 

where aH1(t1, t2) is the total number of vehicles passing the downstream boundary of the 
j th freeway section in the time interval (t1, t2). The service rate and total service are 
easily computed from the simulation model. 

Vehicles traveling at less than some nominal speed V (say 50 mph) are considered 
to be experiencing delay. A vehicle traveling at speed VI in a section of length s will 
spend a time s/V1 - s/V in excess of that spent if traveling at speed V. Inasmuch as 
that vehicle spends a time s/V1 in this section, the rate of delay is simply 1 - V1 /V 
assuming V1 < V. 



Figure 4. Simulated density chart. 
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Table 1. Time-of-day on-ramp rates (in vph). 

Ramp and Section Number"" 

Time Holly- Santa 
of Day wood Sunset Monica Melrose Vermont S. Lake Glendale 
(a.m.) 1 2 4 6 8 10 D 

6:15-6:30 288 348 400 468 508 360 320 
6:30-6:45 340 368 492 528 360 360 360 
6:45-7:00 392 400 592 512 360 360 360 
7:00-7:15 448 432 660 860 360 360 360 
7:15-7:30 500 460 620 880 680 504 420 
7:30-7:45 540 460 548 880 680 960 680 
7:45-8:00 540 460 500 828 680 960 1,296 
8:00-8:15 528 528 560 820 680 920 1,116 
8:15-8:30 528 580 600 820 680 820 952 

'The Rampart on-ramp was closed. 
bThe rate for the Alvarado on-ramp was 340 between 6: 15 and 6:30, after which it was closed. 

Figure 5. Simulated speed/time-of-day nominal control. 
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The total delay rate on the freeway is then 

N 

L 13s 3max [o, p3(t) - ~ qJ+i(t~ 

j=l 

and the total delay for the interval (t1, t2) is 

N h 

L lJsJ J max [o, p3(t) - ~q3+1(t~ dt 

j=l t1 

In the remainder of the paper, V = 50 mph. Again, delay is readily computed from 
the simulation. 

Time-of-Day Nominal Control 

A set of time-of-day on-ramp controls is given in Table 1 (6); this set will form the 
nominal values to be adjusted by the traffic-responsive algorithm discussed later. 

Figure 5 shows the simulated Section speeds every 5 min during the control period, 
which result from the proposed time-of-day nominal on-ramp rates. Our purpose is to 
derive good traffic-responsive algorithms to modify these rates in the presence of a 
moderate incident partially blocking the freeway. 

Simulation of Incidents 

An accident or a stalled vehicle generally results in the blockage of one or more 
lanes until the vehicles can be removed from the freeway. Therefore, we simulate an 
incident by removing one or more lanes of traffic from service in some section of the 
freeway. This, of course, results in a reduction of capacity in that section. 

In Figure 6, a slight traffic incident is simulated by reducing the number of lanes in 
section 10 from four to three for the time period 0645 to 0715. Note that, with the pro
posed time-of-day on-ramp r ates , the traffic flow is quite stable, even with the incident; 
the nominal speeds are all above 18 mph. 

Traffic performance measures with and without the incident were calculated. The 
incident only slightly affects freeway service, whereas delay is increased dramatically . 

TRAFFIC-RESPONSIVE CONTROL OF ON-RAMPS 
TO RELIEVE CONGESTION 

The philosophy of the control strategy proposed here is to reduce the number of ve
hicles in congested sections and to increase the number of vehicles in sections with rel
atively few vehicles. 

The section in which an accident occurs will of course be congested. In addition, the 
capacity of this section is generally reduced s o that, in the section immediately down
s tream, the density decreases . As time progr esses, the shock wave attendant with the 
congestion propagates upstream so that more s ections become congested. 

When the accident is removed from the freeway, capacity is restored so that the 
first section downstream of the accident section soon reaches nominal density. There 
is, however, no strong tendency for sections once congested to become immediately re
lieved, so that congestion may persist for a considerable length of time after the acci
dent is removed. 

In general terms, the proposed control strategy is to 

1. Allow additional vehicles to enter the section immediately downstream of the ac
cident section; 

2. Reduce ramp rates into sections on which there is congestion, if possible, to a 
level that leads to a reduction of density; and 
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3. When congestion is so severe that ramp control into congested sections is in
sufficient (because of a lower limit on ramp r ates) to achi eve a desired rate of reduc
tion of density, reduce ramp rates further upstream to provide help in alleviating the 
congestion. 

The detailed specification of the ramp control strategy is based on the conservation 
equation of the aggregate variable model: 

n+l _ n .O.t [l n+l(l Q) 1 n+l f"+l] PJ -PJ +-1 A J-lqJ - 1-'j - JqJ+l + J J~xJ 

We have dropped the superscript ON for the on-ramp rate. 
Distinct control policies will be in effect for three ranges of density: 

Density 

Underutilized 
Normal 
Congested 

Value 

PJ < Pr 
Pr< P'; < Po 
P'J > Po 

In normal sections the time-of-day ramp rates will be employed. In underutilized 
sections, ramp rates are to be increased in an attempt to fill up the section. The 
choice 

will lead to a rate of increase of density 6. This specification is subject to the con
straint f'.;+ 1 s; fi.m••· We will consider 6 in the range of O s; II s; 200. 

In congested sections, an attempt will be made to reduce densities. The choice 

ft1 = lJqj'+1 - lj_lqJ(l - /3) - lJaAxJ 

will yield a rate of density reduction 01. We will consider 01 in the range 50 s; 01 s; 200. 
This specification is restricted by the constraint ft1 

2: fJ,m in. If this constraint is 
violated, we will attempt to provide further help with reductions in upstream ramp 
rates. For each section, we compute 

l
-f r•+ 1 

j,min - J 

eJ = 

0 

if positive 

otherwise 

If section j + 1 is congested but section j is not congested (p'J < p0 ), there is some 
benefit in reducing that ramp rate: 

The parameter ')I is to be taken in the range O s; ')I s; 1; for values less than 1, less than 
the full burden of excess congestion is reflected into this section. Again, we require 
ft 1 

2: fj,min, and, if this constraint is violated, we set eJ = fj,min - ft1, 
If section j + 1 is congested and section j is also congested, there is little value in a 

further reduction in ramp rate inasmuch as the flow out of the j th section is essentially 
governed by conditions in section j + 1 and is therefore insensitive to the on-ramp flow 
into section j. In this case, no additional ramp control is to be exerted. 

The reflection of excess congestion upstream into reduced ramp rates is to be com
puted by starting in section N - 1 and sweeping in an upstream direction in the freeway. 

The threshold densities Pt and p0 were fixed for this study to be Pr = 15, p0 = 50 veh/ 
lane-mile. 



Figure 6. A slight incident: simulated speed using time-of-day nominal control. 
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Figure 7. Delay simulated with repromodel. 

Figure 8. Noninferior solutions (service 
reduction = 7 .101 E + 0.4 vehicle-miles; 50-mph 
delay= 6.038E + 0.2 vehicle-miles). 
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To summarize, the proposed control strategy is then posed in terms of three pa-
rameters: 

1. 6 governs the rate of filling underutilized sections, 
2. a governs the rate of reducing densities in congested sections, and 
3. ')I governs the extent to which ramps upstream of the congestion region are em

ployed to alleviate congestion. 

It was discovered in the analysis that follows that the results were insensitive to the 
value of Ii, which was set at 100 for the remainder of the analysis. 

THE REPROMODEL 

We desire to identify parameters t:Y., ')I, and Ii of the traffic-responsive control rule, 
which reduce freeway delay due to an incident without unduly reducing freeway service. 
Any set of parameters that yield values of the criterion functions, none of which is bet
ter than those yielded by another set of parameters, is an inferior solution. A vector 
of parameters that are not so dominated is a noninferior solution ( 9, 10). In the present 
two-criteria case, a noninferior solution is a set of ramp control parameters that pro
duce minimum delay for a given level of service; each such potential level of service 
produces a noninferior solution. In the next section, we obtain noninferior solutions 
for the present problem. 

The optimization technique employed to do so requires that the performance mea
sures, freeway delay and service reduction, be available for all allowed sets of pa
rameters. This, in principle, requires that the freeway simulation be exercised for 
each parameter set evaluated and would entail considerable computational expense if 
performed directly on the model. 

To obviate this requirement, we shall construct an input-output "repromodel" (2) of 
the freeway simulation based on relatively few simulations with specified parameter 
sets. The inputs are the parameters of the feedback control rule; the outputs are the 
performance criteria, freeway delay and service reduction. The repromodel is a con
tinuous multivariate piecewise linear function obtained by a recently developed algorithm 
(2,11,12). 
- Forty-two runs of the freeway simulation were executed. In each run, an incident 

was simulated by blocking two lanes of traffic in section 10 from 6:45 to 7: 15 a .m., and 
the resulting measures of traffic performance were tabulated. 

The function relating the parameters of ramp control to delay is shown in Figure 7. 
The relation between the parameters and the two cost functions was repromodeled, re
sulting in over a 100-to-1 reduction in computation time for each iteration of the model, 
with small appre>ximation error. This made the multiple-criteria optimization dis
cussed in the next section feasible. 

MULTIPLE-CRITERIA OPTIMIZATION 

The performance criteria, service reduction in vehicle-miles and delay in vehicle
hours, are not expressed in the same units. Their units are related by a factor with 
units of speed (miles per hour), but it is not at all obvious what speed should be chosen 
if one desires to obtain a single criterion by weighting these two. Reduction in delay 
will generally be earned only at the expense of reduction in service. For example, the 
choice of a = 50 and ')I = 0 rather than of a = 20 and ')I = 0 reduces 50-mph delay but also 
reduces service. However, the choice of a = 50 and ')I = 0.4 rather than of a = 20 and 
')I = 0.8 reduces delay and provides increased service. The last pair of performance 
measures (and their associated control parameters) is clearly an inferior choice, in
asmuch as both performance measures can be improved with another choice of pa
rameters. 

We defined a noninferior set of performance measures in the previous section. It 
should be clear that there are many (a continuum of) noninferior solutions. 

A multiple-criteria optimization technique (9, 13, 14) yields noninferior solutions 
distinct in cost and/or parameter space. Applicationof this technique yields the non
inferior solutions shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. Speeds in severe incident: a= 200 and 'Y =1.00. 
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Figure 10. Speeds in severe incident: a= 20 and 'Y = 0.51 (service= 7.399E + 0.3 vehicle-miles; 50-mph 
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The points A, B, C, and D shown in Figure 8 are interesting: Points D and Bare 
extremes, point C is a compromise, and point A is the result of time-of-day control 
alone, i.e., without the traffic-responsive feedback control rule. Indeed, point A is an 
inferior solution. 

Point B produces minimum delay at the greatest expense of service reduction. This 
point corresponds to the choice O! = 200, ')I = 1; this choice produces the greatest reduc
tion of ramp volumes in and upstream of the congested sections. Because the service 
reduction is less than 5 percent of the total freeway service, good surface street alter
nates might be able to absorb thjs burden. 

Point C is a preference point; about that point, a large sacrifice in service is re
quired for a small improvement in delay, and a large sacrifice in delay is required for 
a small improvement in service. This point corresponds to the choice O! = 44.8, ')I =0.03; 
this choice produces moderate reduction of ramp volumes in the congested sections with 
essentially no reduction of ramp volumes upstream of the congested sections. 

Point D results in minimum service reduction and minimum reduction in delay. This 
point corresponds to the choice tit = 20, ')I = 0.51; this choice produces relatively small 
reduction of ramp volumes in congested sections and some reduction of ramp volumes 
upstream of the congested sections. 

The repromodel was used to obtain the spectrum of noninferior solutions; the simu
lation model was used to examine in detail points B and D. Figures 9 and 10 show the 
speed profiles for control plans corresp9nding to points B and D respectively. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It is worthwhile to emphasize the nature of the results produced by this study, spe
cifically, the trade-off curve shown in Figure 8. This trade-off curve indicates the 
minimum reduction of service attendant with a control plan that will reduce delay to a 
specified level. The analyst, then, is not in the position of presenting a single "best" 
control plan; rather, he provides a spectrum of control plans, each of which is a "good" 
(noninferior) control plan, and for which the consequences, as measured by service and 
delay, are made evident. A planner or policy-maker can use this trade-off curve, along 
with subjective judgments about the desired effects of the control plan, to make a de
cision on the choice of a control plan. 

This study can be readily extended in two ways. The first is to simulate a wider 
range of severity of incidents in several different freeway sections. In this way, one 
could establish "universally" effective feedback control rules. The mechanism for do
ing this has already been developed. 

The second possible extension is of a more fundamental nature. Origin-destination 
surveys are a standard part of the effort to establish ramp metering rates for a free
way. Information obtained from such surveys includes the breakdown of on-ramp vol
umes by destination as a function of time. With input data of this sort, it is possible 
to contemplate a freeway simulation in which the traffic in each freeway segment is 
segregated into components by destination. The changes required in the present ag
gregate variable model to effect this refinement are not extensive. 

A "components by destination" model would allow an improved representation of off
ramp volumes. An even more interesting application is the simulation of the effect of 
information signs used in surveillance systems that can detect incidents. Drivers 
who react to such information signs would be modeled by an exchange between the com
ponents of traffic density. 
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REDUCTION IN FREEWAY CONGESTION BY USAGE OF 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION SITES 
Mary Ann Pittman and Roy C. Loutzenheiser*, Purdue University 

Accident investigations conducted on the freeway shoulder cause freeway 
congestion and delay to motorists. If the accidents are investigated off the 
freeway at a site concealed from motorists, congestion and delay will be 
reduced, and traffic flow will return to normal more rapidly. Sixteen ac
cident investigation sites were designated along a 6-mile section of the Gulf 
Freeway in Houston. Eight of the sites are located on city streets adjacent 
to the freeway; two are located on city streets under the freeway; and the 
other six are on unused space within the freeway right-of-way. Houston 
police officers began using the sites on July 12, 1971. Data were collected 
for 1 year through supplementary accident report forms that each investi
gating officer filled out. During the first year of operation, 851 accidents 
were reported in the study area, and the sites were used for 339 investi
gations (40 percent usage). In addition, another 176 investigations were 
conductedatother off-freeway locations (21 percent). Benefits in terms of 
delay saved from usage of the investigation sites and other off-freeway lo
cations amounted to $203,000. Construction costs were prorated and the 
annual cost and the maintenance costs were estimated at $8,000. For the 
first year of operation, the benefit-cost ratio was 28: 1. Analysis showed 
that the sites under the freeway had a higher usage rate than those located 
on city streets. 

•MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES on urban freeways has become an important part of a 
metropolitan area. Motorists usually find uninterrupted flow and few hazards on a 
freeway. However, freeway incidents such as accidents or stalled vehicles cause con
gestion on the freeway and delay to motorists. When such an incident occurs, one or 
more lanes are blocked resulting in a bottleneck situation and reduction in freeway ca
pacity. Normally, an accident causes more freeway congestion than a stall because it 
requires police investigation. The degree of congestion and delay caused by an acci
dent depends on the length of time that the accident vehicles block a lane and are vis
ible to motorists. Police usually investigate accidents on the freeway shoulder, thus 
extending the time period during which motorists are distracted by the accident vehicles. 

POSSIBLE SOLUTION 

The premise of this study is , if an accident investigation is made at a location not 
visible to freeway motorists, congestion and delay will be reduced and the traffic flow 
will return to normal more rapidly. This paper presents the more important findings 
of the first year of operation of a system of accident investigation sites (AIS). The 
sites, located on a section of the Gulf Freeway (I-45S), are concealed from freeway 
motorists and are used by the police to make their accident investigations. 

The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) with the cooperation and assistance of the 
Texas Highway Department, District 12, designed and evaluated the AIS system. The 
AIS study was carried out in cooperation with the Houston Police Department (HPD) and 

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on Traffic Law Enforcement. 

*Mr. Lautzenheiser was with the Texas Transportation Institute when this study was conducted . 
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the City of Houston. More complete details of this study have been published by the 
Texas Transportation insi.ii.ule (!). 

SOME PREVIOUS RESEARCH 

This study is an outgrowth of earlier research of accidents in moving freeway lanes. 
In 1963 Wilshire and Keese (2) conducted a study on the effects of traffic accidents on 
freeway operation and the methods of accident investigation. In their conclusions they 
stressed the importance of clearing the freeway of all vls .i,ble signs of the accident as 
quickly as possible. Lynch and Keese (3) e valua ted the average time elapsed between 
the time of the accident and the time when the damaged vehicles were moved from the 
roadway. They recommended that studies be conducted to devise procedures for mol'e 
rapid removal of accident vehicles. In 1969, Goolsby (4 ) r ecommended the designation 
and construction of accident investigation sites on the Gulf Freeway. flis s tudy showed 
that on the average a minor accident, occurring during peak periods, affects traffic 
flow for 41 min, and, of this, 24.5 min are spent in police investigation. When the ac
cident investigation is conducted at a site off the freeway, t he accident affects traffic 
flow for only 16.5 min. Goolsby (5) further determined that a minor accident blocking 
one lane of a six-lane facility reduces capacity by 50 perce nt even though the number 
of lanes is only reduced by 33 percent. Also, if the damaged vehicles are moved to 
the freeway shoulder, the main-lane capacity is still reduced by 33 percent because of 
the "gapers-block" phenomenon. 

PILOT STUDY SYSTEM 

The Gulf Freeway was selected for the study because of the research and surveillance 
facilities located there. The Surveillance and Control System, used by THD and TTI, 
consists of inbound entrance-ramp signals, two digital process control computers, and 
a closed-circuit television system. Designed and built in the late 1940s, the Gulf Free
way is a six-lane facility with a theoretical capacity of 6,000 vph in each direction of 
flow. The six main lanes are complemented by an adjacent noncontinuous frontage road, 
and a slip type of design is used for the ramps. 

Location of Sites 

Sixteen accident investigation sites were chosen along a six-mile section of the Gulf 
Freeway from Dowling Street to Broadway Street because of their accessibility from the 
freeway and concealment from freeway motorists. A site was located downstream of 
each exit- ramp (Fig. 1). The minimum preparation for all sites was the in stallation of 
direc tion s igns and NO PARKING signs. Direction signs consisted of a sign(s) on the 
service road directing people to the site and a sign designating the site. NO PARKING 
signs were posted at each site to ensure available space for the investigation and acci
dent vehicles. 

The investigation sites were grouped into three types by location: on a city street, 
on a city street under the freeway, and on unused space within the freeway right-of-way. 
The first two types have the advantage of low cost, whereas the second and third types 
are usually more accessible . Figure 2 shows typical layouts of the investigation sites. 

Because most sections of the Gulf Freeway are at-grade with the service road and 
city su·eets, many locations within the freeway right-of-way are visible to motorists. 
Therefor e, eight sites wer e located on city streets adjacent to the freeway. Besides 
being downstr eam of an exit-ramp, these were on streets with light traffic flow. The 
only expense for preparation was $35 per s ite for s igns. 

At one freeway overpass, the crossing city streets carry a minimum of traffic flow; 
therefore, two accident investigation sites were located on these streets under the free
way. Available space under the overpass could have been used ; however, to reduce 
costs, the city streets were selected. The necessary costs were $35 per site for in
stallation of signs. 
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Design of Sites Requiring Construction 

A typical accident investigation involves five vehicles: one police car, two damaged 
vehicles, and two wreckers. If it is assumed that each vehicle requires a 10- by 20-
ft space to park, a typical site should contain at least 1,000 ft2 of space. The six con
structed sites have a surfaced area of approximately 30 by 85 ft, or 2,250 ft2. The 
extra area provides a lane for driving. 

One of the constructed sites is located in an open area off a city street. The ground, 
near a preexisting luminaire , was graded and paved. This construction amounted to 
$3 ,200, and an additional $35 was spent on installation of signs. 

The five sites constructed under the freeway were also graded and paved, and guard
rails were placed between the pavement and the bridge supports for protection. To dis
courage local use of the sites, the access road between the service road and the site 
did not provide smooth curves for turning into the sites. All of the construction work 
amounted to about $3,200 per site. In addition to direction and NO PARKING signs, it 
was necessary to add two clearance signs. NO THRU TRAFFIC signs were also in
stalled to discourage motorists from using the sites for U-turns. Cost of the various 
signs amounted to $115 per site. Because existing street lighting did not provide suf
ficient illumination, additional lighting was mounted under the overpasses. Installation 
of the lighting increased the construction costs at each site by about $2,800. 

Of the 16 investigation sites located on the 6-mile section of the Gulf Freeway, four 
sites are accessible from either the inbound or outbound direction, six sites are acces
sible to inbound traffic only, and six sites are accessible to outbound traffic only. 
Therefore, a site is located an average of every 0.6 mile for either the inbound or out
bound direction. Of the six sites requiring extra construction, four sites are accessible 
from both directions, whereas the other two sites are accessible from one direction 
only. 

Study Procedures 

HPD officers began using the sites on July 12, 1971. Prior to this date, booklets 
identifying the location of the investigation sites were distributed to the police officers. 
At that time, they were also given supplementary freeway accident report forms to be 
filled out at each freeway accident. To provide a basis for the total city, officers in
vestigating accidents on all freeways in Houston were requested to fill out the forms; 
therefore , freeway accidents were reported 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. These 
forms were revised in mid-August after representatives of TTI, THD, and HPD de
cided that the information provided on the original forms was confusing about location 
of the accident and location of the investigation. By mid-September, the revised forms 
were being used by a majority of the officers. Each investigating officer was requested 
to include the following information on the forms: date, time, location of accident, lo
cation of investigation, why investigation site not used, length of investigation, and of
ficer's name. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Analysis of the accident investigation sites included four major areas: usage rate, 
benefit-cost ratio , impact on freeway operation , and evaluation of individual sites. The 
usage rate was evaluated according to time of day, month, and direction of travel. Es
timated delay time saved was used to determine benefits of the system. Other benefits 
derived from the added safety and convenience of the sites were discussed, but a mone
tary value was not estimated. In addition to the decrease in time during which capacity 
was reduced on the freeway, the impact of accident experience before and during the 
study was analyzed. Analysis of individual sites provided information on establishing 
additional criteria for an AIS system. 

Use of AIS 

During the first year of operation, 851 police report forms were received. In 61 per
cent of these, the officer indicated that he had used an AIS or some other location off the 
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Figure 1. Locations of investigation sites on Gulf Freeway . 
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Figure 2. Typical layouts of investigation sites. 
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Table 1. Frequency of AIS usage. 

Information 

Police report forms received 
Use of AIS 
Use al other oil-freeway sites 
Investigation on shoulder 

Number 

851 
339 
176 
336 

• AIS j 

~-------' ~· .J 
SERVICE ROAD 

INVESTIGATION SITE UNDER FREEWAY 

Percent 

100 
40 
21 
39 

Table 2. AIS usage during peak and off-peak periods. 

,-

Peak P e riods (weekday) Oil-Peak Periods 

Item 6 to 9 a .m. 3 to 6 p.m, 

No. of Accidents 152 186 
No. of investigations at AIS 

(percentage) 75 (45) 78 (42) 
No. of lnvestlgallons at other off-

freeway siteB (pnrcentnge l 23 (15) 39 (21) 
Percentage al AIS and other oil-

freeway site usage 64 63 

'From 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on weekdays and from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m . on weekends 
bfrom 6 p.m. to 6 a,mT daily. 

Daylight' 

321 

132 (41) 

70 (22) 

63 

Nighttime' 

192 

54 (28) 

44 (23) 

51 



freeway to conduct the investigation. These off-freeway locations included service 
roads, city streets, or parking lots. Table 1 gives the frequency of the site usage. 
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Data given in Table 2 compare the frequency of usage for the peak and off-peak 
travel periods. The morning and evening peak-period usage for the AIS was 45 percent. 
The usage rate for the daylight off-peak was 41 percent and for the nighttime 28 per
cent. One apparent reason for the lower usage rate at night is that the lighter traffic 
flow does not produce congestion. 

The monthly usage rates of the AIS showed a general increasing trend. Except for 
the first 2 weeks, the usage rate increased from 27 percent to about 50 percent. A 
48 percent usage rate during the first 2 weeks was probably due to the initial efforts 
of starting the study. The combined usage rates of the AIS and other off-freeway sites 
varied between 53 and 74 percent, with no increasing trends observed. 

The frequency of AIS usage related to direction of travel was similar. The investi
gation sites on the inbound side of the freeway were used 44 percent of the time, and on 
the outbound side they were used 43 percent. Such usage was expected because 10 
sites were accessible to inbound traffic and 10 sites to outbound traffic. 1 

A total of 115 officers reported accidents in the study area during the first year of 
operation. The usage rate for a police accident investigator was obtained by dividing 
the number of times investigation sites were used by the number of accidents investi
gated. Twenty-eight officers investigated only one accident, and their usage rate (18 
percent) was much lower than that of other accident investigators (40 percent). 

Comments From Officers 

To obtain first-hand opinions on the value of the AIS system, 18 Houston police of
ficers were interviewed in June. Each officer had investigated more than 10 accidents 
in the study area during the previous year, and their usage rates varied from 14 to 68 
percent. Most of the officers agreed that the AIS system improved traffic operations 
during an accident investigation. When queried on the conditions under which they would 
not move the accident vehicle off the freeway, they cited the following situations: when 
a fatality or possible fatality has occurred, when a crime has been committed, or when 
photographs or measurements are needed at the scene. Several of the officers said that 
they hesitate to move the vehicles when too many cars are involved and when an accident 
site is some distance away. Because the AIS system is a new concept, one officer 
stated that sometimes he forgot the investigation sites were available. 

One of the problems encountered by the officers was that they had to explain to the 
motorists how to get to a site. Also, motorists were not aware that they could move 
their vehicles off the freeway before the police arrived. During the last quarter of the 
study year, wrecker drivers were instructed by the police department to move noninjury 
accident vehicles to a site as soon as possible, Several officers pointed out that this 
procedure caused problems if the wrecker driver failed to report where he had relocated 
the vehicles. 

The officers agreed that using a site made their jobs easier because of the more re
laxed atmosphere there. The sites provided a place concealed from freeway motorists 
and with reduced noise levels. Under-freeway sites provided an added convenience of 
sheltering police and motorists from inclement weather. In general, the theme that the 
officers related in the interviews was to inform the motorists of the locations and pur
pose of the sites. Most officers preferred using the under-freeway sites because they 
are more accessible. Placing some type of communication system at the sites was sug
gested by a majority of the officers. 

Benefit Analysis 

The anticipated benefits of the AIS system were improvement in safety and conve
nience, reduction in delay time, and reduction of secondary accidents. Benefits de
rived from the safety and convenience that the investigation sites provide were difficult 
to evaluate quantitatively. Eliminating the 25 min for the actual investigation on the 
freeway results in only 16 min during which traffic flow would be affected. Thus free
way operation is restored to normal more rapidly, making it possible for emergency 
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and other vehicles to reach their destination more quickly. 
Use of the accident investigation sites also decreases delay to freeway motorists in

asmuch as "gapers-biock" or "rubbernecking" is eiiminated after the vehicies are re
moved from the freeway. Usage of the sites also reduces the hazards to persons in
volved in an accident investigation. 

Reduction in Delay- Use of the AIS system and other off-freeway locations reduced 
the number of vehicle-hours of delay significantly. Time-delay graphs were developed 
to estimate the total hours of delay saved during the first year. Initially, time-flow 
graphs were used to develop the time-delay relationships. 

To provide a conservative estimate, we made the following assumptions: all ac
cidents blocked only one lane, accident vehicles were moved from the freeway in 15 
min, and no injuries were incurred by occupants of the accident vehicles. The time
flow graph shown in Figure 3 illustrates the effects of such an accident occurring at 
7:00 a.m. on the inbound Gulf Freeway at Telephone Road. The demand curve was 
based on normal operational data, and the reduced volume curves (5) were plotted by 
using the following three-lane flow rates: accident vehicles on free-way, 2,750 vph; 
accident vehicles on freeway shoulder, 4,030 vph; and service volume during normal 
peak, 5,560 vph. The area between the demand and service volume curve is the delay 
in vehicle-hours that motorists will experience. The 15 min of freeway blockage pro
duced a fixed delay of 690 vehicle-hours. Additional delay is a function of the investi
gation procedure, of which three cases are presented. 

In case 1, it was assumed that the accident vehicles were moved to an AIS or other 
off-freeway site. Thus, no additional delay occurred, and freeway operation was nor
mal by 8: 15. For case 2, the investigation was conducted on the freeway shoulder and 
required 20 min. This procedure caused a total delay of 1,470 vehicle-hours. A 40-
min investigation on the shoulder (case 3) produced 2,170 vehicle-hours of delay. Sim
ilar graphs were drawn for hypothetical accidents occurring at various times during the 
day at three additional locations. Because of the light flow rates, delay times between 
7:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. were nearly zero. 

Time-delay graphs consisting of three curves of delay versus the time of day were 
plotted for accidents occurring near the four locations. Only the 13-hour period from 
6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. was summarized on each graph. Figure 4 shows the time-delay 
graph for accidents occurring at the Telephone Road overpass. For example, if an 
accident occurred on the inbound freeway over Telephone Road at 7:30 a.m., the amount 
of delay to freeway motorists is 460 vehicle-hours if the investigation is conducted off 
the freeway. If the investigation is conducted on the freeway shoulder and takes 20 min, 
the amount of delay is 1,000 vehicle-hours. Therefore , 540 vehicle-hours of delay are 
saved by moving the vehicles off the freeway. Similarly, a 40-min investigation on the 
freeway causes 1,480 vehicle-hours of delay. The delay saved in this instance would 
be 1,020 vehicle-hours if the investigation is conducted at an off-freeway site. 

There was no significant difference in delay for the three cases during the daylight 
off-peak periods (9 a.m. to 3 p.m.) because traffic demand usually did not exceed the 
reduced capacity caused by an accident investigation on the shoulder. Thus, for this 
study, delay time saved was computed for accidents occurring during the peak periods 
only. From September 13, 1971, to July 9, 1972, the estimated delay time saved by 
the 93 uses of the investigation sites was 29,250 vehicle-hours. An additional 8,100 
vehicle-hours were saved by investigations conducted at other off-freeway locations. 
Data prior to mid-September were not included in the analysis because the information 
on the original forms was insufficient for this analysis. 

In 1969, researchers (6) determined that one vehicle-hour of travel on the Gulf 
Freeway was worth $2.92-:- If we assume a compounded increase of 5 percent per year 
and increased occupancy from 1.0 to 1.2 persons per passenger vehicle, the value of 
one vehicle-hour in 1972 would be $4. 50. By using this updated value, the monetary 
savings can be calculated. The total delay saved for the 43-week period was 37,350 
vehicle-hours, which represents an annual savings of $203,000. 

Reduction in Accidents-Restoring freeway operations more rapidly also aids in the 
reduction of secondary accidents that occur as a result of shock waves. Data for the 
analysis of secondary accidents were obtained from records in the surveillance office 
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television room during peak periods. During the year prior to the AIS system 15 of 
212 accidents were classified as secondary, whereas with the use of the AIS the secon
dary accidents decreased to 8 of 179 accidents. Thus, the total number of peak-period 
accidents decreased by 33, and the number of secondary accidents decreased by 7. 
Secondary accidents, therefore, represented 21 percent of the reduction in peak-period 
accidents. 

Data obtained from the City of Houston showed that, on a 24-hour basis, 1,046 acci
dents occurred in the study area during the year prior to the study. Since the AIS sys
tem was installed, there were 851 accidents, a reduction of 195 accidents. If it is as
sumed that the probability of occurrence of a secondary accident is the same for peak 
periods and off-peak periods, then about 41 secondary accidents were prevented (that 
is, 21 percent of 195 accidents). 

Burke (7) in 1970 determined the costs for various types of accidents. By assuming 
a 5 percent per year compounded increase, the cost involved for a property damage ac
cident in 1972 would be $307 per vehicle. It was further assumed that all secondary 
accidents involved only two cars; therefore, the annual savings due to a reduction of 41 
secondary accidents was approximately $25,000. 

Comparison of Benefits and Costs 

The construction cost for the AIS system was determined as follows: 10 sites at $ 35 
each, one site at $3,235, and five sites at $6,115 per site. Total construction costs for 
all sites amounted to approximately $34,200. Maintenance for the AIS system was minor 
for the first year. No cost figures were available, so a very conservative estimate of 
$200 per month was made. An estimate of maintenance costs for the first year was, 
therefore, $2,400. 

To determine the annual cost of the AIS system, we multiplied the initial construction 
costs by a uniform series capital-recovery factor and added the sum to the annual main
tenance costs. The capital-recovery factor was based on a conservative interest rate 
of 10 percent for only 10 years. The annual cost was about $8,000, whereas the benefits 
of the system due to delay saved and reduction in secondary accidents totaled $228,000. 
Thus, 

. $228 000 
Benefit/cost= B,OOO = 28.5 

Evaluation of Individual Sites 

An analysis of the usage rate for each site was made. This usage rate was obtained 
by dividing the number of times a site was used, obtained from the supplementary police 
forms, by the number of accidents that occurred near it, determined by subjective 
analysis. No accident was considered for more than one site, and, when there was a 
question of which was the nearest site, the accident was omitted from analysis. 

The sites located under the freeway, including the two on city streets, had a com
bined usage rate of 53 percent, whereas the usage rate for the sites located on city 
streets was 35 percent. The rates at individual sites varied from 12 to 64 percent. Of 
the seven sites that had usage rates greater than 50 percent, only two are on city streets. 
These two are the only city-street sites immediately downstream of an exit ramp. To 
reach the other city-street sites, motorists must drive farther. Thus, there is a def
inite trend to use sites that are located under the freeway or directly adjacent to it. 

An analysis of the nighttime usage of the accident investigation sites was made to de
termine whether the sites were being used at night and whether the additional cost for 
lighting was justified at the five sites. Unfortunately, the number of accidents near each 
site was too small in most cases to provide a valid analysis. Most sites had a decrease 
in the usage rate at night. The nighttime usage rate for sites under freeway overpasses, 
where lighting was installed, was 41 percent as compared to 52 percent for 24 hours. 
For the other sites, the usage rate decreased from 39 percent to 22 percent. 
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Figure 3. Time-flow relationship for a one-lane blocked, noninjury 
accident over Telephone Road inbound. 
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Figure 4. Time-delay relationship for a one-lane blocked, noninjury 
accident over Telephone Road inbound. 
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Discussion of Analyses 

After a year of experience, the AIS system on the Gulf Freeway has proved satis
factory, based on design and location of sites. The basic design of the sites on unused 
freeway rights-of-way was sufficient; however, the use of the site as a U-turn roadway 
continued to be a minor problem. A low curb at the entrance to the site could be used 
to discourage improper use. Location of the entrance and exit of the site directly op
posite a driveway or street is undesirable. The sites located on city streets should be 
at least 30 ft wide to allow traffic to pass the site in both directions during an investi
gation. A street narrower than ·30 ft should have NO PARKING signs on both sides of 
the street. 

The installation of lights at a site may not be justified based on the added cost. The 
purpose of the lighting is to illuminate the area and not to provide light for completing 
the investigation forms (officers use flashlights). Therefore, additional lighting should 
be limited to sites that have a high usage rate and no city lights. 

The most used sites were those under the freeway overpasses. Several sites were 
located at places with low accident rates and may be unnecessary. However, the cost 
of installation was low, and other sites were difficult to reach. In general, a site 
should be located so that it is accessible from the freeway and easy to find. Locating 
the site so that it is out of view of freeway motorists should take secondary consideration 
inasmuch as screens (metal or foliage) could be installed. Where possible, sites should 
be constructed adjacent to the service road as shown in Figure 5. 

SUMMARY 

The usage rate for the accident investigation sites on the Gulf Freeway was 40 per
cent during the first year of operation. Although this was lower than was anticipated, 
it is felt that the program has been a success. The AIS system is a new concept for 
handling accidents, and, therefore, it should be expected that, through an educational 
and managerial process, the usage rate will increase. That is to say, as policemen 
and motorists become more familiar with the purposes and benefits of the AIS, the 
usage rate will increase. Expansion of the AIS system to all freeways in Houston is 
being proposed. 

In addition to the use of the AIS, another 21 percent of the accident vehicles on the 
Gulf Freeway were moved to locations off the freeway. Analysis showed that normal 
delay, encountered by freeway motorists driving past an accident investigation on the 
shoulder, was eliminated when the accident investigation was conducted at the investi
gation sites or other off-freeway sites. The benefits derived from usage of the investi
gation sites or other off-freeway sites were valued at $228,000, whereas the cost of 
installation and maintenance of the AIS was less than $8,000. Therefore, the benefits 
of accident removal exceeded installation costs by a ratio of 28: 1. 

The initial design of sites proved to be satisfactory. The following criteria have 
been established for an acceptable accident investigation site: easily accessible, well
marked, concealed from fr eeway motorists, located near high-accident areas, low con
struc tion costs, at least 1,000 ft2 of space, and sufficient lighti ng. These criteria 
should be considered in establishing an AIS system on other freeways. 
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